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Area Citizens Invited To
Official Visit In Ecuador
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PAUL end JOHANNA N. WESTPHELING
Editor. and Publishers

IDOEGf,r CORHEE

Editorials

Irish Folks
AN ANCIENT PRAYER
Give me a good digestion, Lord and also something to
digest;
Give me a healthy body, Lord, and sense to keep it at
his best.
Give me a healthy mind, good Lord, to keep the good
and pure in sight,
Which,seeing sin, is not appalled, but finds a way to set
it right.

"Fats" Everett Is A Congressman's Congressman,
And A Taxpayer's Idea Of A Real Public Servant
Robert A. "Fats" Everett is the
competent, efficient, gregarious and
most jovial public official we ever
knew. He is known in Washington as
a Congressman's Congressman, and
in his Tennessee district, his constituents know that he's their representative, because he makes enough tracks
all over the place to let them know
he's been there and that he's coming
back.
To this editor he is an enigma in
the realms of public service and private attention. He answers every letter that is written to him on every
subject. It's a mystery how he does it,
but he reads every newspaper that
comes to his office that is published
in his district, and some that are not.
We are proud that the Fulton
County News is on his subscription
list because we get such a real pleasure out of receiving mail from "Fats,"
commenting on one article or another. It's not the usual form letter
kind of thing. "Fats" goes into much
detail and comment about certain articles.
He's a master politician, but we
think he's telling the gospel truth
when he says that he takes the News
home with him because his mother
wants to see "what Jo had to say this
week." "Fats" is more to the point;
he reads the News because he wants
to see who's eating me up, or vice
versa.

Anyway it's a very pleasant experience.
Most of all we think that the fabulous experience that "Fats" has given some of our local boys to serve as
pages in the Congress of the United
States is the most magnificent gesture we can imagine. These young
men will remember the service all of
their lives. They will learn, first hand
the modus operandi of our vast Governmental structure. They may be
impressed with its magnitude and
they also may be inspired, or motivated, to serve some day in those hallowed halls.
It is not likely that "Fats" will
ever acquire the pomposity of some
Washington officials who soon get
carried away with the glamour of
their position and forget the folks
back home who sent them there.
The possibility of "Fat s" getting
"high hat" is so remote it hardly
needs mentioning. What is worth
mentioning is that people who serve
in the public domain are thought of
mostly when a favor is needed ... but
it's nicer to be thought of once in a
while for just a plain ole pat on the
back.
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Now we have come into a time
when the spiritual capital has been
spent. Surely the words of Abraham
Lincoln which were spoken in his
Prayer Proclamation of 1863 are even
more applicable to his country 100
years later: "We have grown in numbers, wealth, and power as no other
nation has ever grown; but we have
forgotten God. We have forgotten the
gracious hand which preserved us in
peace, and multiplied and enriched
and strengthened us; and we have
vainly imagined, in the deceitfulness
of our hearts, that all these blessings
were produced by some superior wisdom and virtue of our own."
The absence of men to stand in
the gap has left us in danger. Who is
there to stand in the gap for a nation
that has a Supreme Court which says
to kindergarten children that they
cannot express a simple prayer of
thanksgiving to God for their food
during school hours .
For a nation that calls grand
juries illegal because the jurors were
asked if they believed in God .. . A
nation which can no longer command
respect for its own law - which punishes the policeman instead of the criminal . . .
Which indulges itself in pleasures
and luxuries and imposes a dishonest
truce on men who are standing in the
gap and in the breach with their own
blood in Viet Nam. . .
THIS IS THE REAL DECISION
WHICH AMERICA FACES: WILL
1966 BE THE YEAR OF A GREAT
TRAGEDY OR A GREAT RECOVERY?

Thomas H. B. Webb

THE HUMAN TOUCH
'Tis the human touch in this world that counts,
The touch of your hand and mine,
Which means far more to the fainting heart
Than shelter and bread and wine;
For shelter is gone when the night is o'er,
And bread lasts only a day,
But the touch of the hand and the sound of the voice
Sing on in the soul alway.
Spencer Michael Free
best var.:les and to their cultivation.

Ukaury Cowmenby Miss Jessie Orgain
LIBRARY NEWS
The last drift of the recent snow
has melted, the crocuses are beginning to posh
their
heads
through the soft earth', the croak
of frogs comes from the bogs, and
everything sug.iests the coming of
spring—even tho more snow may
come. This reminds its that it is
time now to do something more
about our gardening than to study
the seed catalogs. With the urge
to dig in the earth and to put
things in shape around the hou.se
and yard people may be inclined
to say "I don't have time now to
read." But stop a minute and
think how much time, effort and
expense some expert advice can
sometimes save you and rush down
to the library for books and pamphlets that may help you.
SOME TITLES IN THE LI3RARY
THE OXFORD BOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS, by Barbara
Nicholson. gives suggestions for
suitable plants which the amateur
gardener can grow
ith success,
subject to his soil and climate. The
arrangement is seasonal. Illustrat•

ed with 96 coloured plates.
THE GUIDE TO GARDEN
FLOWERS. by Norman Taylor.
This is an indispensable handbook
to help the gardener in making
his own individual selections and
achieving the most rewarding results. No plant is listed that is not
available from ordinary sources.
WILD FLOWERS TO KNOW
AND GROW, by Jean Hersey.
Here is a book that shows you how
to identify. gitny and protect wild
flowers. Mrs. Ilersey offers expert knowledge and personal gardening experiences to all who ward
to create a wild garden in your
own back yard.
THE ROSE QUESTION AND
ANSWER BOOK, by John- Milton.
This is a well illustrated, easy-to
read reference book on the world's
favorite garden plant. It does not
stop with the basics, but carries a
wealth of specialized information.
THE COMPLETE C
'2 TO
BULBS, by Patrick M
- -e. This
is an exhaustive and richly Win(rated handbook to the species and

•
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FROM THE FtLES:-

Turning Back The Clock—

Much 8. 1948
Charles Bushart, well known among the farmers in
this vicinity, is back in Fulton and is connected with
Williams Hardware Co. on Fourth Street Extension,

Will it be a time when the Lord
looks over America as He did ancient
Jerusalem and says: "If thou hadst
known, even thou, at least in this thy
day, the things which belong unto thy
peace! But now they are hidden from
thine eyes because thou knewest not
the time of thy visitation." (Luke
19: 41-44)

Richard Hill, veteran of World War II received a
telegram this week which brought him joyous news of
the birth of a daughter to his wife in Melbourne, Australia. Mother and baby are doing fine and expect to
come to America as soon as they are able to travel. He
married in Australia while serving with the U. S. Army
there.

Or, will it be a time when we
truly recover our heritage so that the
nation no longer is plundered by barbarians who have been produced by
our own institutions? 1966 can be the
year when the nation returns to its
God and recognizes Jesus Christ as
the Lord of our national vineyard and
the only rightful God of the land.

A wedding of wide interest here was that of Miss
Sue Work and James B. Adams, the ceremony being
conducted in the home of Elder C. L. Houser, in Fulton,
who officiated. The ceremony was solemnized March
1 at 5 p. m. The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Work of Dukedom. She attended South Fulton
high school. The groom is employed by the Illinois Central Railroad and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Adams
of Fulton.

liA2LEfrbil GRIEN STAMPS...MILLIONS OF PEOPLE PO
.•••••w

(Fifth DIA Series)
Sam Houston, the first presidem
of the Lone Star State, was a Toi
n-sore Irishman. Irish through and
through, and the present Presidoit
of the United States, a Southernr.
also, is half Irish. One of the flolS1
distinguished members of the so
preme Court in recent years WaS
Kentucky Irishman, John M Ha/
Ian, and today two of the men
who sit on the tribunal are Irish
men - White of 1.ouistana, the it,
tinguished and honored Chief Jus,
tire, and McReynolds of TerriesWe.
(Voice from audience): how
about McKenna'
He is not a Southerner. I regret
to gay. I suppose I could go on for
hours, If your patience held out •
and my throat - telling of the
achievements of 4.1111T100, and of
the imperishabis
records that
Irishmen have left on the history
of that part of the Union from
which I came, but to call the roll
of the great man who have dine
great things end won &thieve
ment and Liam sputa of Mason
and Dixon's Brie And here was
each a line, would be ahnost like
running three* he perish registers of the nosintivis at Ireland,
baiti noreh and south.
Indeed, M My pirsic• it is as
altogether acipography of vo.
graphy or climate that haa made
the South what it is and given it
those dutinguishing charecteruues
which adorn it. The toff speech of
the Southerner; his warm heart,
and his hot bead, his readiness to
begin a fight, and to forgive his
opponeM aAerwards his ve,nera.
(ion for yeomen's chastity and his
love for the deals of has native
land - all these are heritage. of
his Irish ancestry. transmitted to
him through the generate:au
The North has put her heroes on
a pension. twit the South has put
hers on a pedestal. There is not a
iCosthised os Pepe Thiele

Don't let me worry over muchabout the fussy thing
called I.
Give me a sense of humor, Lord; give me the grace
to
see a joke,
To get some happiness from life and pass it on to other
folk.

And that's just what we're giving our good friend "Fats" Everett
right now, a well-deserved "thank
you" for being a mighty fine Congresman.

PRUNING GUIDE FOR TREES.
SHURBS, AND VINES, by Thomas
Stevenson. This contains scores of
practical hints and step-by-step
proceedures for training and pruning trees and shrubs, by one who
hat' had years of experience and is
a recognized authority.
THE FIRST BOOK OF GARDENING, by Virginia Kirkus. Introduces the juvenile to the art of
gardening with simple clear ad,
sive on how to have exciting fun
in planning and growing his own
garden.
SCOUT MERIT BADGE SERIES
also has a book on gardening for
boys.
BETTER HOMES AND CARD.
ENS GARDEN BOOK. A year.
round guide to practical home
gardening.
TAYLOR'S
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GARDENING, is said to be
the most complete and authorita.
five onevoliune work ever pub.
lished in its field. A garden library
providing information both for the
beginner and the accomplished
professional, this is a reference
hook, and may be used only in the
library.
AMERICA'S GAIIDE77S, by Bet.
ter Homes and Gardens, invites
you to tour some of the exciting
gardens of our country While there

may be none that you would attempt to copy exactly there will be
many to inspire you to experiment
with new garden effects of your
OWTI.
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OE
HOME LANDSCAPING, edited by
Joan Lee Faust, exhfur of the
garden department of he Times
More than thirty aspects of home
landscaping are discussed by authorities in the held
A shipment of 290 new books has
just been received from the De
parinient of Libraries for the Vol
ton and Hickman libraries The
Hickman library has moved into
the newly decorated building and
the people are delighted with the
service there Miss Brenda McKeel has been working with the
system since February 1
LBJ ON FOREIGN AID
President Johnson asked for
$339 billion in new foreign ash
funds and proposed a major legislative revamping to put the worldwide program on a five-year bans
The funds were broken down into
$2 13 billion in economic assistance
and $917 million for arms aid
ON RESERVE AND GUARD
A new order restricting enlist•
ment of draftee* in the National
Guard and Reserves is aimed at
halting the Dow of men available
for filling draft quotas, according
to defense officials.

John B. Watts has been named as Fulton County
farm agent to succeed J. H. Miller, who
resigned to accept another position. Mr. Watts
plans to move his family to Hickman about April 1.
From Route 5, Fulton: Welfare
Workers Ladies
Club met with Mrs. Madge Connor
in an all-day meeting recently. Fifteen members
and five visitors were
present.
Ray Thomas, with his bulldozer,
has been clearing
up about 14 acres of the 23-year
-old apple orchard at the
W. H. Finch farm. Ben Webb
moved to the Finch farm
last week and will cultivate the
former orchard in corn,
tobacco and potatoes.
From Latham: Mr. and Mrs.
Merryman, of Lake,
moved into our community
recently.
The school children had a
holiday last Tuesday.
while the teacher, Mrs.
Laverne Winstead, and Mrs
Mignon Morrison attended a
work shop in Martin.
From Chestnut Glade:
Hale Williams and family
have moved to the farm they
bought near Dukedom.
From Beelerton:
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Durward McAlister on the birth
of a son, born Sunday.
From Route 3, Fulton: Oria
Forrester has sold his
grocery to Everett Williams
charge at once. Oria is going and wife, who will take
to farm.
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by Ireki S. Cobb

Give me a mind that is not bound, that does not whimper, whine or sigh.

1966 A.D. -- - A Year Of Grace For America
In recent years there have been
voices who say that America can no
longer be recognized as a Christian
nation. They speak of the post-Christian era, and have even gone so far as
to declare that the God of the Christian faith is dead.
This i's not what we say when we
mark our calendars. A. D. - "Anno
Domini" means the year of our Lord,
and is a silent symbol of our faith that
1966 belongs to Christ because He is
the Sovereign Son of God and the
only rightful Lord of the nation.
1966 can be a decisive year, if the
nation discovers again Who is God.
There was a time in the life of Israel
when the prophet Elijah declared to
the people, "How long halt ye between two opinions? If the Lord be
God, follow Him. But if Baal be god,
then follow him." (I Kings 18:21) The
nation can no longer expect to retain
the blessings of God if it forgets that
He is its only Source of strength and
that our survival depends on His
Providence.
Nations, like individuals, are dependent on the Grace of God. Nations, like individuals, are preserved
by the Intercession of Christ.
America, more than any nation
in the earth, has a special history like
that of Israel of old. There was a time
in the life of Israel when God said He
would have destroyed them "had not
Moses, His chosen, stood before Him
in the breach .. ." Psalms 106:23)
There was a day when men like
Moses stood in the breach before God
on behalf of this nation. Those were
the days of our Founding Fathers.
Families were secure, churches honored the Name of Christ, respect for
law and reverence for authority were
practiced, and the life of America
served the Greater Glory of God.

Lost Tribes
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

A large number of winter-weary
persons are looking ahead to July and August, but lodge facill.
spring and summer vacations by 'lee are stall available.
making reservations at Kentucky
Other than these instances, there
State Parks.
are many good accommodations
The Central Reservations-Infor- this spring, summer and fall, Bell
mation office at Frankfurt reports said. Four State parka with overprocessing more than 1.400 tele- night facilities — Kentillaky Dam
phone calls during the month of Village, Jeny Wiley, GenWel ButJanuary. Of that number, 986 ler, and Cumberland Falls—are
reservations for accommodations open the year round. Kenlake State
were made. Only 73 requests for l'ark near Hardin re-opened for
accommodations were unable to be the 1866 tourist season Feb. 25. All
filled and the remainder were in- other parks facilities, closed durformation calls only.
ing the winter months, will soon be
re-opened.
Parks Commissioner Robert D.
Bell said hundreds of other reserMore information can be obtainvations requests are being proem.- ed by writing or phoning the Cenparks.
sed directly by individual
tral Reservations-Information ofBell reported that despite the rush fice in Frankfort (223-2326). Toll
for accommodations, choice facili- free calls may be made from the
ties are available at: all of the metropolitan centers of Louisville
state's 13 resort-type parks, with (583-8796), Lexington (252-4913)
only a few exceptions.
and the Covington-Cincinnati area
(361.2643).
Deluxe cottages at Kentucky
Dan, Village State l'ark have been
taken during most of June, July LOST TRIBES-and August, but reservations for
(Continued from Page Two)
efficiency cottages are gill being
Southern hamlet of any size today
accepted.
that has not reared a bronze or
Al Lake Cumberland State Park, marble or granite monument to its
all cottages are taken dunng June, own defenders in tine Civil War,
and there is scarce a Southern
home where,-at the knees of the
mother, the children are not taught
to revere the memories and remember the deeds of Lee and Jackson and Forrest, the Tennessee
Irishman. and Morgan, the Kentucky Irishman, and Washington,
and Light Horse Harry Lee, and
Francis Marion, the Irish Swamp
Goverwr Edward T. Breathitt Fox of the Carolinas. I believe as
has urged Kentucky burley grow- firmly as I believe anything on
ers to vote for the proposed pound- earth that for that veneration, for
age-acreage control program to be that love of heroism and for that
voted on March 10.
joying in the ideals of its soil, the
A special referendum, in which South is indebted mainly to the
grievers must vote to take either Irish blood that courses through
a 15 per cent cut in 1966 burley the veins of its sons and of its
acreage or poundage-acreage con- daughters
No, ladies and gentlemen, the
trols, will be held on that date.
-In view of the long-range pros. lost Irish tribes of the South are
and
lost; they are not lost any more
program,
not
each
under
pects
discussions with many growers and than the "wild geese" that flew
the
that
the Channel from Ireland
feel
I
across
industry leaders,
poundage-acreage program ill best viere lost. They are not lost any
the McMahons *too
Breaththan
more
for our farmers," Governor
went to France, or the O'Donnells
itt said.
The Governor added that he who went to Spain, or the Simon
who
hopes every burley grower will BoLvars and the O'Higginses
0'
study thoroughly the alternatives went to South America, or the
who
O'Briens
the
and
and
m,
Ferretti
referendu
presented in the
that every grower will exercise went to Cuba. For their Irish blood
is of the strain that cannot be exhis right to vote on March 10
The Tobacco Committee of the tinguished and it lives today,
and
Governor's Commission on Agri- thank God, in the attributes
and the
culture, of which Breathitt Is chair- the habits and the customs
man, unanimously endorsed the traditions of the Southern people.
their
proposed new program earlier this Most of all it lives in one of
common characteristics, which, I
year.
possibly
may
.
enconclusion
been
in
think,
The program has also
of •
dorsed by the Burley Growers Co- be suggested by the telling
operative Association, Burley and story that I heard some time ago
the
As
Mobile
in
AssoIrishman
Export
an
of
Tobacco
Dark Leaf
ciation. Burley Auction Warehouse story goes, this Irishman on Sunon
preach
Adclergyman
a
Farmers
heard
day
Association, Burley
visory Council, Burley Leaf To- the Judgment Day. The priest told
shall
trumpet
the
the
and
when
of the hour
bacco Dealers Association,
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa- blow and all peoples of all climes
and all ages shell be gathered betion.
fore the Seat of God to be judged
according to their deeds done in
the flesh. After the sermon, he
sought out the pastor and be said,
"Father, I want to ask you a few
questions touching on what you
preached about today. Do you
Several hundred budding joule- really think that on the Judgment
skits from throughout Kentucky Day everybody will be there?"
will assemble March 11 at the UniThe priest said: "That is my iinversity of Kentucky in Lexington derstanding."
for the 1966 State high School
"Will Cain and Abel be there?"
Press Clinic. At a day-long session
"Undoubtedly."
hooted by the UK School of Journ"And David and Goliath. will
alism, the high schoolers will re. they both be there?"
ceive tips on how to improve their
"That is my information and be
school papers from a panel of pro- lief
fessional newsmen and journalism
"And Brian Hors, and Oliver
professors.
Cromwell?"
Prizes will be awarded by the
"Assuredly they will be pres
;journalism honorary, Sigma Delta ent."
stencil.
and
printed
best
the
Chi, to
"And the A. 0. H.'s and the
produced in A. P's"•
duplicated papers
Kentucky high schools.
"I tun quite positive they will all
be there together:"
"Father," said the pensioner,
or
his,
Everybody is entitled to
damn little judgin
her, own opinion in regard to re- "there'll be
the first day."
done
ligious matters.

Gov. Breathitt
Approves Tobacco
Control Program

Young Journalists
To Convene At UK

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Rey. Robert H. Dills

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

—

organized in 1846
The First Baptist Church, Hickman, Ky was
Baptist Associaand is the second oldest Bytist Church in Fulton
the AditwiaLion,
tion. This Church not only shares in the work of
Baptist Conbut in the work of Kentucky Baptists, the Southern
in fervor,
vention and World Missions. First Church is evangelistic
of the conmissionary in spirit, and alert to the spiritual needs
is
gregation, community and the world. The present-auditorium
new educational
modern in design and is only four years old. A
It will become
building is in the planning stages and it is hoped
a reality in the near future.
Church,
Rev. Robert H. Dills is the present pastor of First
from the
having come to Hickman the first of October last year
he had
Hilicrest Baptist Church, Dyersburg, Tennessee, where
B. degree
served for nearly sixteen years. Mr. Dills holds the A.
the mM
from Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee, Okla. and
Louisdegree from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
taught
ville, Ky. Mrs. Dills Is an accomplished musician, having
phase of
piano and organ for many years, and is active in every
and
the church's life. Rev. Dills believes iii the old time gospel

preaches it from a heart of compassion.
organizations of the
The First church has all of the regular
of the W. M.U.
president
is
Jr.
Burrham,
Elbert
Mrs.
n.
Conventio
of the church. SunMr. Stowe Coffey heads the Brotherhood work
Roberts leads
day School superintendent is James Cooley. James
Worship services are
and directs the Training Union of the Church.
6:45 P. M. The Midweek
held each Lord's Day at 11:00 A. M. and
7:00 o'clock. Sunday
services are held each Wednesday night at
at 6:00 P. M. each
School is at 9:45 A. M. and Training Union is
Sunday.
week in various
The youth of the church are featured each
for the evening
fellowship meetings and they provide the music
and directs
Warship services. Jimmy Cooley is minister of mink
the choirs and assists with the Youth activities.
of Hickman and
First Baptist Church is located in the heart
of the town, but her
her ministry is not limited to any one section
First Church M not • big
members live in every area of the city.
to serve the
Church, but it is a great Church, and is large enough
people of Hickman and its environs.

Church.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
heaters el Shell Products
Fulton

Hickman - Fulton Cos. R. E. C. C.
ft'uvc, hotter Rimfrically"
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CLEANING .(r---a 0l.
ully
(Shirts Bes-eire-

Kentucky Ave.,

Raton

Phone 472-101

Dial 471-1371

Phone 472-1303

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

231 Main St.

Phone; 472-1341

"Ti,. Resell Store"

THE arrzrzis BANE

Lake Street

hum. Tnntsers50c
Fshed Shirts
(hanger or fold134
ed

Dial 472-2421

Maks our bask your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 236-2655

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store er at your deer
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472-3311

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Antiques

Fulton, Ky.

Excellent Feed
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Phone 472-10116

King Motor Company, Inc.
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tem.

NERS
HAPPY DAY CLEA
Phone 479-9074

ENTX14S DRUG COMPANY

95c

Ladles plain dres15c
MS

Green fluid supplies

Cut fleweri

Your Prescription Drug Store
P viten, Ky.

Dial 472-1412

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
CITY DRUG COMPANY

Sae. Maciey, Teel

1,I•••
Finished; Tool)

Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St.

Phone 412-3151

Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance 'weds

Mons Salts

Hornbeaic Funeral Home

Hickman. ey.

Fulton and South Fulton

201 W.State Line
r has sold his
vho will take

Thirteenth In A Series

Reservations Still Available
In Kentucky's State Parks

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm I. Auto insurance
Farmer's Liability C
208 Main St., Futter. Offlc• Phone 472-1351

Authorised Pontine and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Lim

218 Commercial Ave.
Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio.
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Wiallo; Mrs. Arnold Parrott. anVETS CONTACT MAN
JERRY.CREASONion; Mrs. Ruthie Moores CrutchCOMING
m____AL.
field: John Burns. Fuson City:
H S. Miles, coated retire., ,
frms
Pave
one,
Mrs. Wayne --xis. Milburn, Jesse
'pee of the miss*, (as e
area will be named later.
The following uere patients in
Bascom. La Center. Mrs. Evian
Service Men's Board, edli beI,
Funeral services seer held for FORM hospitals
1 Last Thursday night when • the
on_ Wednesday, Roland. Pilot Oak.
'Chambe
r
of
Conunerc
e from
Lewis L. Stewart last Toestay afThe , Nen.wa.....8"..„.„....
A.‘ianana
ea Pleasure
, ..._
1 tornado struck Jackson. Mks., am,
March 9:
until 3 p irs,, March It,
ay
ternoon, March 8. In the First
nurses and other Red Cross wortfornovias friends
assist s eterans and their
Methodist Church in Stephenspurt,
depend
ers were on the job there very
eats wills claims for benefits
FULTON HOSPITAL
Fsneral
with burial in Stephens-port
,.-v. i.e Willam L. Ky
March 11 Sarah -k1s1J11. Mrs•K. earls Friday morning. Relief work
Craven. Suzette IlcMorries. Wan-I for sieieaen families began fin- them as a result of their indite!)
JONES NOSPITAL
Morris. a native of Onion County Cemetery. Dhonau Funeral Home
Fred B:
N Woolen, Mrs. ds Sue Yates. March 12'
Mrs. onectiately, shelters were set up, service.
and brother of Miss Maid Morns of Clover-vet. Kentucky, was in
Mrs. W. 0. Locke. Mrs. W A. Glenn Pewit' Mrs C 0 MeindlAin. Frances Jones, T D.
Morris,' cots and blankets were made
of Fulton. sere he,d taut Monday charge
Jones, Joel Nabors, Doran Colley, Mrs, W. J. H..sss. Billy Mona, Ful- March 13: Muriel StephensT C• asellable. Plass already were anafternoon in COrrner Funeral
Mr SUMS art, IN, was a life-long Mrs. Toy Dunn. Mrs. Berry
ton; Janet Les.:. Mrs. Pansy Gard- Taylor.
AlliE K Alexander, Ill. Johnl des-stay to make all recovery IsMINISTER ARRIVED HERE
Home at Redlands. California. In- resident of Stepheasport, and had
son, W. E. Allen, Fulton, Mrs. ner, South F.. fln: Miss Eunice Farabould. 3. P.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W.
Hyland. Sam, dirties of the organization avail'
terment *as in Fort Ron Crow been in ill health since November.
McAlister
.
11..
se
Eittermas
1.
Fulton:
Herman Parks. Route 5. Fulton;
Mrs. Jones. Lasinom Kilzer. Gayle Kim-I able
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stricken
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This
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;
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Mr. Morns died last Wednesday near Owensboro.
Almost
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March
Also sunning are his widow and Si. L. Vaughan,
night. March 2. following a heart
Burir• Mrs '"""'
'
Mn ,,t
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n being sent from Fulton County to arrived in Fulton last week, from
Water Valley, Robert Rohe. James Laroon,
, Cindy
Lubbock. Texas, and are at
Water Valle'
attack. He was born and reared another coo. Heiszu Stewart, of Mrs. Herman Wade,
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in the church manse, WO Second
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•
e.'s • men m lief Nam and other ore.. stmet.
IS: Cathy Campbell
. Hal than..
son of the late Robert S. and FenElliott. Mrs .' B Holland, Ringo; man
and
calls
are being received
Collier.
Ulan
Riddle; 1 from tj„ m„ requesting ,
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n) !Siker Morris. He was married
Thomas
Marta; Mack March 17: Lily Jean Daughterly
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
_to the former Miss Rae Chambers
tion about their families. The FillBrown. 11- 1: Taller. Kenneth Ernest Hancock.
WE RENT - - of Martin, who preceded tun in
ton County Chapter also handles
Elton
McGwre, Mrs Harry Hastings, Route 3, Martin; Mrs.
Funeral services for Min- Efhe Tricker, Jr.,
Arthur Bugg. thetas; Mts. Wille
death in 1959, following *bleb he
emergency cases ho South Fulton
Mrs.
Willie
Matthews
,
Hicks. of Water Valley. will be bed
moved to Cahfornia.
Hospital beds
WATER VALLEY REVIVAL
Patsy Murphy, Cahm Thomas, Jackson, Route L. Clinteo; Mrs
restd.ems when railed on
pos. Leon Penick. past, of the
Bonnie Carr and baby, Dukedom;
In addition to his sister. be is this CIWursidaYl apeman:in at two Mrs. Mary Faulkner. Mrs
Everyone is requested to give as
Garin
Baby beds
survived by a daughter. Mrs. o'clock in Hornbeak Funeral Home Holly, um. Imogene &vim Jai Billy Holliagrwordi, Mr. and Mrs. Water Valley Baptist Church. is generously as possible when called
Luther Ikrrison, Ceilumbes.
Katherine Daniels of Redlands, chapel Raw Joe C. Gardner of Rickman. H L Hardy,
Vacuum Cleaners
1110041111CII4 revival services at tue on, to assist in reaching the goal.
Mary
Calif . a son, Billy Morns of Win- Paducah. pastor of the Comber Ouliti, Fithian Mrs Harry
church beginning Sunday, March Mon of the money contributed
Barber.
Floor polishers
chester. Tents, ten grandchildren land Presbyterian Church. will of- Mrs. Edgar Comm,
13.
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'stays
Fulton
in
will
be
County
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far
each
erroreveMrs. .famee
THE PAIN of body and mnd ning
ricrac Burial nlia be in Water Pruitt, South
and six great grandchildren
at seven o'clock. The visiting gems use
Fullest; Mrs. James will cease one day. BM
Valley Cemetery.
whet we minister will be Rev.
WADE FTJRN. CO.
McClure, Mrs. W. T. Bowden, learn
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in Weft dark impatience' ia Smile of the
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Other out-of-town guests Includ- the new motel: Mack, Niles' and
citizens of
A Omit. Mooning
ed Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Cross of many other progressive
working since
Per MItedy
Calvert City. Mrs. dross is First the area have been
Any member of the Woman's District Governor of the Kentucky 12:21 P. M. March 6, 1980 to reClub who missed the event last Federation. Mrs. Robert Barr of build another hotel so that the
Friday, when the locid club com- Murray entertained the large crowd world can beat another path to
memorated the observance of the attending with two vocal 101133, the dear ole Dawson Springs, right in
seserity-fifth anniversary of the title song from "The Sound of the heart of the Penn;:rile.
'Tie Spring! Daisies are bloom- found in many types of flowers
National Federation of Women's Music" and "Climb Every Moun1 old-timers, who
So any of
ing on milady's hat! Daisies - in from which one may make a sereminisce
the
for
to
wait
Clubs, simply has
tain." She was accompanied at the w ant to go back and
pinks, yellows, ice blue, beige and lection.
Centennial observance to enjoy an- piano by Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
about the old days, and enjoy some
white according to Mrs. Alberta
Pink coils, suits and dresse:s will
days,
other such impressive event. PresiAm Rhein of Albertan' Millinery be seen this spring and of course
Tables were decorated by Mrs. of the luxuries of the new
dent Dolly Morgan (Mrs. Bob) Ruth Scott ar.d Charles McSlorries just plan on taking a few days oM
Arts, who will conduct a millinery to accompany them there must
nil her committees deserve a tre- with bouquets of early flowers and late this summer to visit the best
workshop sponsored by Fulton be a pink hat. tel us not overmerdous amount of credit for yellow candles. Favors were fur- watering spot "of the world," as
County Homemakers.
look the fact that the ever striking
planning such a gala oecasion. Ad- nished for each place. Prior to the Mack and Niles will tell you. The
The workship will be held Theirs- white costume also is very popuding much enjoyment and a cer- meal, the Rev. Henry Hanna, pas- hotel plans to open in late August.
day, March 17, at the Cumberland lar for this spring and summer
tain amount of prestige to the tor of First Christian Church, asked
Enjoying the sojourn with us
Presbyterian Church, 212 Second and it will be accompanied by a
event was the fact that the men the invocation,
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. George
Street, Fulton, Kentucky. Women variety of colors or the combinaSadie Kirkland of
and
folks turned out in such large
Sauvigne
may attend either the day session tion of several colors. For a more
Mrs. Bob Morgan, retiring presinu in hers
Union City. Mrs. Sauvigns, who
which is from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. or tailored look black patent leather
dent of Futton Woman's Club, en.
on
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who
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man
know,
directs
A
the night amnion from 6 p. m. to is very striking.
tended the welcome and presided
Union City, interviewed
in
asked: "Will there be more than
WENK
p. m. Tickets are available
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over the evening's program. SpecThere is a variety of shapes for
three or four men there?" You
Mr. Roosevelt for her daily profrom Homemaker's Club or at the
ial recognition was given to the
spring including tams, pill boxes,
back home via
came
We
see, he Almon had to go because
Office, phone 236;2351.
gram.
Extension
of the club who
presidents
past
Murray, on a sight-seeing mission
Dolly was eo nice to ask him to sit
Mrs. Ant Rhein also says that cloches, bubble crowned brims and
were present, including Mrs. Harat the speaker's table since it was
to the fabulous "Land Between the
pink izi all shades from the palest the little visor hat for casual year.
vey Caldwell, the club's first presimy distinct honor and pleanire to
Lakes Recreation" area now under
to the most shocking shades in The softly manipulated turban,
dent, and Mesdames Warren Gradevelopment by the State and Fedintroduce the principal speaker for
flowers, fabrics, straws and braids with backward sweep is done in
ham, Ernest Fall, Mansfield Margovernments.
eral
the evening.
is a leading color. A riot of colors shaded satins, malines, and ortin, Horace Reams, Arch Huddle'
I answered him, with some treranging from the deep reds thru to ganza. There is also a back interIt was real hm!
stun, Lawson Roper, Hendon
of pink and into orchids and est shown in some of the flower
admit, that I thought
pale
pidation
Wright and Vyron Mitchell.
deeper shades of purple will be trimmed hats. In all the outlook in
there might be ten or twelve.
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Blues and yellows are opting millinery is most exciting.
shown.
Even then I thought that I was ex.
who were preterit included MesI'm surprised that a week has
aggerating some. But I was far
dames Cakiwell Norman Terry, peeved since die regular monthly
wrong, I don't think I'd be too
ECUADORW. L. Roper, J. L Lewis, J. D. meeting of the B&PW club and
much in error to say that there
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and around Fulton. I
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many of the participates
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the in- let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
pending
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cannot
be on Broadway.
club among the top organtrationa dories about the famous "spa" would
cooking for you. Mrs. Johnson
tentions of the Board members.
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that once thrived at near-by Dawin Kentucky.
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a
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Absent club members will re- son Springs, Kentucky. Famous
group will leave Miami on either order. Just call her at 479-21113 and
gret not being there even more Its healthful mineral waters that group It was so funny, and so
Saturday or Sunday, April second your cooking's done!
when I report that they mimed one abound in the area, the little com- true to life, that I almost got hyor third. Arrival in Quito will be
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go
could
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man alive. And I've heard plenty. ing and to drink the water, that to Roberts Rules of Order, and so
stay in Ecuador five or six days.
Betty Lowry, who in private life apparently was the cure for all ail- often I've wanted to laugh out
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Is the wife of Dr. C. C Lowry of ments.
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cated their desire
According to some history told was not confined to the way women
Murray. held her Urge audience
Coda Rica also. These office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
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mala
almost spellbound as she recomt- me Sunday by Polly Dillingham, conduct their meetings. I've seen
plans will be made known pending 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
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Progress,
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The bride's atterdants
SHUTTER-BUGS, Mars what Dawson
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Of interest in Western Kentucky
Commissioos and airtthos.
spot inh my c•mera last week were some 30 hotels in the im- cated as the all-female clubs.
and Tennessee Is the announce- sister, Mrs. Charles Kochenderfer
Governor' and 111zi7 Edward T. opened and read for the improveIf you want a good program for ment of the wedding of Miss of Memphis and Miss Paula Cloys Breathitt have indicated that they ment of:
when I teek pictures at the mediate area of Dawson Springs
one of your club meetings I'd sug- Thelma Jean Huey and Mr. Char- of Union City and Wanington, will head up the eatourage. GovWoman's Club anniversary cele- at one time.
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"But," she said sadly, "when the gest you ask this "all-star cast" to les Edward Willingham, which was D. C. They wore floor length em- ernor and Mrs. Frick Clement the Shuck Switch Road from Ky.
bration Na. ene picture came
perform for you. It's like Robert solemnized on the evening of Feb- pire designed frocks of yellow silk have also indicated their desire to
popularity
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came
automobile
coo risible.
approximately 4.0 miles must
94,
I guess the camera heard se and people could travel longer dis- Burns said: "If we cud see our- ruary tweets-sixth at 8:30 o'clock linen. A bow of yellow satin cen- make the trip.
of Hickman to Ky. 125, a distance
many passel* say they'd break tances for relaxation, the coin. selves as ithers see us, it would in the First Methodist Church of tered the waistline, a similar satin
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the thing if I snapped that, pic- triunity gradually lost its attrac• from many a blunder free us, and Union City, Tennessee. The Rever- bow formed their formal hate.
Surface Cl. SG I.
ture, that the peer little olis gad- lion," she added. "People felt that foolish notion." The words aren't end James E. Wilford, minister of Each carried a long-stemmed deep
PAYMENT FOR APRIL AND
taking a train ride was the biggest written in the Scottish dialect as the church, using an impressive red rose.
get lust collapsed frown fatigue.
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It's r•CopereIGG in the camera thnll in the world and Dawson they should be, but that's what double ring ceremony, officiated.
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goals of today's modern woman.
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She is eminently qualified, both remained as a daily reminder to "God's country for retirement,Following the ceremony, Mr. at Murray.
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will become an annual affair with Miami Beach, Florida and son
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the local Woman's Club. Why not? the late President, spewed
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So long for awhile, good friends.
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that
of
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Spring Will Be Bustin' Out All
Over At Homemakers' Hat Event

CLASSIFIED ADS

Willingham-Huey Nuptials Read
In Union City On February 26

Danny Carver To Hold
Senior Art Showing

WSCS Annual
Meeting Here
On March 18

Beach and son of the late President is shown here following the
Elliott Roosevelt, (seated) Mayor of Miami
chartered let, and
Dows0I1 Springs Motel last Sunday. Arriving by
ground-breaking ceremonies of the new
invitation
illness of his wife, Mayor Roosevelt took time to extend an
departing by sem*, because of the
that invited
Beach while en route to Ecuador in April. In Me delegation
to area citizens te visit in Miami
were, left to right: Mrs. Sadie Kirkland, Mrs. George SauvIgne
Mayor Roosevelt to Me Banana Festival
Sisk at
and Mr. and Mrs.Paul Westpheling. That's motel owner Mack
and Mr. Sauvigne all of Union City
far right.

Mrs. John M. Norris, a retired
missionary who has
Methodist
worked In Korea and Argentina,
will be the guest speaker at First
Methodist Church, Fulton, Ky.. on
Friday, March 18, when the Woman's Society of Christian Service
of the Paris District will hold its
annual meeting.
The theme for the day, which
will begin at 6:30 a. m., is "Witnesses Unto Me." The nursery will
be open, and a sack lunch will be
held at the noon hour.
The speaker will be introduced
by Mrs. Robert Scott of Memphis,
an officer of the Memphis Conference. Also attending from Memphis will be Mrs. James B. Green,
Conference President, who will install the officers elected at the
meeting. Two other Conference officers wbo will be present are Mrs.
T. E. Stanley of Birdwell and Mrs.
Harold R. Douglas of Murray.
Mrs. Max Hurt of Kirksey wiR
be in charge of the memorial service honoring members throughout
the Paris District who have died
during the past year. Presiding
during the liminess hour will be the
retiring District President, Mrs.
J B. Wilson of Murray. Presidents
of local societies will be recognized
but will not give reports. Reports
will be given by district officers.
however.
Literature will be on display in
the book room, which will open at
900 a. m.

Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Ponce de5. Undesirable
plant
9. Halo
11. Spring
holiday
13. At
14. Hangs over
16. Negative
17. Novel
19. Smacks
20. Steal
21. Auricles
23. Bird
24. Ooze
25. Network
27. Excited
29. Content
31. Wide valley
32. Armor
31. Hybrid
beast
35. Rest
37. Guide
39. Single
40. Male voice 44. European
country
42. Regret
M.Sun god
43. Because

47. Dcfense
,t.S rotate
49.-- Barrymore 20. Poorer
51. Duck
22. Gaze
52. Brad
24. Rob
26. Greek letter
Alamos 20 Grosaword Puzzle
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000000000
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TV ANTENNAS: We Install Trade-repair and move. Get on
prices. We service all makes TO
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor polishe
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
change Furniture Co.
HELP WANTED: - SEWAGITREATMENT PLANT OPERA
TOR TRAINEE - Age 22 - 40, sal
ary open. H. S. education. Mechani
cal ability desirable. Apply Ilenr
Dunn, City Manager, City of Seidl
Fulton, Tennessee.
RENTAL HOUSING
-eci by employees of tin
Is requi..
Graphite Products plant soon ti
open in Hickman, Kentucky
Please send description and loos
don of your property to Georg,
L. Chapman, Graphite Product
Division, The Carborundum C,om
pang, Blank and Walmore Roads
Sanborn, N. Y.

DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of insurance
"Covering Everything"
TM Commercial
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 4724563

Hixsons And Burnettes To Be Honored At Annual Award Event
The Elmer Hixsons

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 10, 1966

Breathitt Asks Increase
Of Soybean Production
In keeping with President Johnson's recently announced fiveyear "food for peace" program,
Governor Edward T Breathitt has
urged Kentucky farmers to increase soybean production.
The 1966 domestic food production program, outlined by the
President, includes a one-million
acre increase in soybean plantings,
a boost of about three per cent
nationally. However, there is no
acreage allotment program in effect for soybean production.
Governor
Breotihtt suggested
that farmers who have available

UK Awards Degree
To UN Ambassador
CONTENTED. . . Shown
above is a part of'Kentucky's largest registered
Guernsey herd that grazes
at lovely Willow-Wilde
Farm near Fulton.

MRS. BURNETrE studies
her Sunday school lesson
while Mr. Burnette talks
over their new TouchTone phone. They removed the old stair banister
to make a cozy spot for
telephoning.

DAY'S WORK DONE and
a Master Farm Family
takes time out for relaxation. Left to right: Elmer
Hixson, Mrs. Hixson,
their daughter Patti,
Mrs. Cecil Burnette and
Mr. Burnette.

United
Arthur J. Goldberg,
States ambassador to the United
Nations, now is an alumnus of the
University of Kentucky. The University awarded him an honorary
doctor of laws degree February 22
when he spoke at ceremonies
marking the institution's 101st
birthday and concluding the yearlong UK Centennial observance.
Goldberg, who discussed U. S.
foreign policy, said he brought
greetings from another UK "alumnus," President Lyndon Johnson,
who received an honorary deans,
from the University a year earlier

land suited to growing soybeans
plant them this year or increase
their present acreage, if they
have soybean programs. Kentucky
farmers planted 312.000 acres In
soybeans during 1965 with crops
being sold for about $260 a bushel.
"Soybeans can be grown on any
land which will support corn or
other grains," the Governor said.
Four factors favor soybean production in Kentucky, Breathitt
said:
• The purchase of new equipment
is not necessary as the crop can be
tended and harvested with existing
farni machinery.
• Soybeans can be grown successfully on heavy sods_
• The demand for soybeans is
increasing faster than the supply.
• Soybeans are a key cash crop
and a ready market is available.
"Kentucky is not keeping pace
with other states in the production
of soybeans," the Governor said.
"Soybeans offer farmers an excellent opportunity to boost individual farm income "
The President's "food-for-peace
program is designed to give food
assistance and technical self-help
instruction to hungry areas of the
xsor

AID FOR ADDICTS
Senator
Robert F. K ,
iv
(D.. N. Y.) has piver
,
e.1 that •:12,.
500,000 in grants and loans be
made available to states, cities •nd
private groups for treatment of
drug addicts. The loan would be
used for treatment and buildings.

You'll Say they're &Woad

Viten Fulton County's three
ianks hold their annual - agricuI
ural and home economies recogniion banquet, two families who
'save been prominently identified
s•ith progressive farming in this
irea will be honored. The Elmer
'lissom and the Cecil Burnettes,
vho own and operate WillowWilde Farm, with its fine herd of
Guernsey cattle, will receive well
ieserved rcognition for having
•seen named Kentucky's Master
Farm Family of 1965.
The annual program, sponsored
iy the Fulton Bank and the City
National Bank of Fulton and the
.7itizen's Bank of Hickman, will be
'teld on Monday, March 14 at the
Fulton High School. In addition to
Sonoring the Hixsons and the
Burnettes the banks will present
lozens of awards for achievements
the Future Homemakers of
kmerica, the Future Farmers of
Vmerica, 4-H Club members and
toil District Conservationists,
Dr. S. C. Bohanan of the Uni-

versity of Kentucky will conduct
the Master Farm Family Program. wile T. P. Head, editor of
"Progressive Farmer" magazine
will make the presentation award.
The dinner will be served at 6:30
p. m. Joe Davis will give the invocation. I,. M. McBride will serve
as master of ceremonies. Both
men are connected with the City
National Bank, whose turn it is to
conduct the program.
Recently
Progressive Farmer
spotlighted both families in their
publication. The News is herewith
printing the articles:
TEACHING voice and music is
one way Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Fulton County, Ky., serves the people
in her community. For 25 years,
Mrs. Burnette has been choir director at the Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and has
taught music to the children in her
church without remuneration. She
is proud of her students, many of
whom play and sing for the church
activities and other local functions.
Mrs. Burnette is a past secretarytreasurer of the Institute of Musical Art in Washington, D. C. She
studied piano under B. Frank G-elaest and voice under Otto Tourney
Simon.
Mrs. Burnette has also served
her church by teaching Sunday
school for 12 years. In addition to
churchwork, Mrs. Burnette has
served her community as director
of the Fulton County Homemaker's
Chorus, president of Community
Homemakers
Association, and
county chairman of Fulton County
Farm Bureau Associated Women.
Being a homemaker, Mrs. Burnett's interest also centers around
her home. She enjoys taking care
of her house and cooking for her
husband.
The Cecil Burnette family was
recently selected a 1965 Kentucky

Fulton Insurance Agency
FOR YOUR
'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABFLITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
2071 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

In Operation 66 Years

Large Display •
Well Lighted At Night •
Open Sunday Afternoons
0.
Powers
W.
Fulton
Phone 472-1651

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greed`

Teen.

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Master Farm Family by the Kentucky Extension Service and The
Progressive Fanner,
Mrs. Elmer L. Hutson, Fulton
County, Ky., is a busy homemaker. In addition to being a wife and
the mother of Patti, a teen-aged
daughter, Mrs. Hixson also teaches
school. As you migM guess, Mrs.
Hixson's home economics training
has helped her plan her home activities in such a manner as to
leave time for community services.
Mrs. Hixson relies on homefrozen foods to help with her meal
preparation: she freezes much of
the fresh food from the family
garden. Mrs. Hixson says, "Any

day emergency food is needed, the
foods in my freezer fill the need. I
also keep frozen, cooked food to
use when I arrive home late from
school." Keeping biscuit mix in the
refrigerator is another meal-plan.
ning technique she depends on.
Mrs. Masao do,: all her own
housework, rotatiim house-cleaning
tasks to keep the work evenly
spaced over a period of time. She
also conserves her energy by sitting down while doing the family
ironing.
Hobbies are another interest of
this busy homemaker. She likes
sewing. working in her flower garden. and doing community service
though the top of the tree still
looks green.
In planting, make the trench or
hole large enough for easy planting and be sure to pack the soil
firmly with a sharp kick of the
heel. If the root of the tree is too
long for the planting tool, cut the
bottom two or three incises to insure proper planting. If the tree
is planted and the root turns back
or 'Js' as we say in planting
terms, it will live possibly a year
or two then die. ALWAYS plant
from a bucket of water or wet
moss.

Kentucky Fore,'s ' ly cover
approximately 49 ..ercent of the
land area. This timber gives full
time employment to over 20,000
people and well over 100,000 received part time work in wood
precessing. The major problem
now is to keep our woodland in de.
sirable species and to replant old
eroded land areas to trees. We
say reforestation because at one
time most of the farm land was
in timber, and much of this land
should have never been cleared.

Now comes the method of planting and down through the years,
this has been one of the main reasons for limited planting. Planting
by hand is still accomplished by
hand effectively, but survival is
low where experienced planters
haven't demonstrated how the job
should be done. This article is not
the place for a tree planting
demonstration, but I will give you
a few points on some problems.
The main cause of young trees
mortality being high is that the
person planting either not having
a deep enough trench or dry weather. Now we can not do anything
about the weather but we can correct the depth of planting, and care
of trees before and during planting, When you receive trees for
your farm and cannot plant them
within 5 days, trench them in and
wet them. The directions on the
package will tell you how. If you
will be able to plant in a day or
Iwo, store them in a ego( dark
place and wet the roots keeping
them wet until they are planted.
When the time comes for planting,
NEVER LET THE ROOTS DRY!
Once the root hairs dry, the tree
is dead and will not survive, even

In order to help correct some of
the planting ills and assist farmers in planting trees, the Illinois
Central Railroad built a light
weight mechanical tree planter.
planer was built in 1946
The
and planted up to 1200 trees per
hour. It is easily pulled by a farm
tractor with a three point hitch.
The two man crew can plant in
one hour, what it would take two
men all day to plant properly. The
mechanical planter will not plant
gullies so there is still a little work
to be done by hand, The same
rules apply to handling trees with
the mechanical planter as in hand
work. The main difference is the
fad that the planting depth at the
end of the day is the same as
when the first tree was set in the
early morning. This gives us a
more uniform stand of trees and
is indeed much easier on the
farmer doing the work.
Plans for the Illinois Central design tree planter may be obtained
from my office here at Mayfield,
Kentucky, free of charge. If you
or your group is interested in
building a planting machine, I will
give you a planter to use as a pattern to go by during the off season.
A KNITTING RECORD

work for various organizations.
Mrs. Frisson tries to plan her
flower garden so she will have
flowers to decorate the church. In
fact, she has decorated the Union
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
each Sunday for 10 years. Often
she uses crepe myrtle, iris and
glads. She is also a member of the
church choir and the MissioLary
Society.
The Elmer L. Mason family was
recently selected a 1965 Kentucky
Master Farm Family by the Kentucky Extensioo Service and The
Progressive Farmer.
Patti is now a freshman at
Bethel College, McKeque, Tenn.

Farm Programs
Offer Built-In
Insurance Plan
Farmers taking part in the 1966
Wheat, food grain, and cotton diversion programs have built-in insurance against natural disaster.
Last year, when flood, drought,
and other such natural disasters
prevented farmers from carrying
out their signed-up program intentions, special legislation was enacted to enable participants to
qualify for the program payments,
and thus meet the emergency
situation. Because of this experience, similar provisions were included in the omnibus Food and
Ayriculture Act of 1965, enacted
last Nov.
Therefore, farmers who sign up
to take part in the 1966 wheat, feed
grain, or cotton programs -may
still qualify for feed grain and cotton price support payments and
wheat marketing certificates if the
farmer files a special application
at the ASCS county office and it
can be determined that disaster
conditions prevented the planting
of part or all of the acreage intended for production under the
adjustment programs. However,
the acreage would not qualify for
the disaster benefits if it was subsequently devoted to any incomeproducing crop for harvest in 1966.
The price support payments and
certificates available under this
program provision would be figured on the projected yield of the implanted acres. Ordinarily, the payments and certificates are computed on the projected yield of the
"acreage planted for harvest."
This insurance feature of the program assures the program participant that he will have some income from acreage he intends
using for production even though
he may be overtaken by natural
disaster.

London — Mrs. Gwen Matthew man claims a world record for
hand knitting. During 1965. the
English housewife used
1,600
ounces of wool in making 36
ON BEAUTIFICATION
sweaters, II jumpers, 10 baby
The White House has announced
sets, 22 coats. 25 cardigans, tour
children's silts and many other its first Federal grants under the
small items.
new urban beautifucation program. A total of $1.3 million will
go to Pittsburgh, New Haven and
Washt-:''1.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. ry.
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YOU WHO WANT THE UNIQUENESS OF A NEW CORVAIR,
Tullahoma, ed teachers, including establishA member of friends of the
The airman is a graduate of Ful
baby son, Kerry, of
end in ment of an index system for deter- ton High School.
Cayce Baptist Church, also friends
Tenn., spent the week
of
mination
salary
scales.
Smith,
Donnie
their
AND YOU WHO WANT THE THRIFTINESS OF A NEW CHEVY
His wife is the former Diane and relatives of
Hickman, houiegunits of
Jimmy
heard the Bethel College choir of
The fact is that the glaring vete Wright.
children. Mr. and Mrs.
visitors eace in the salaries paid beginners
McKenzie sing at Union CumberArgo. They were Sunday
Sunday
BANGKOK, Thailand — Airman land Presbyterian Church
and experienced teachers has
of your writer.
Donnie is a student at
Hemphill
evening.
son
Dallas
Sneed,
H.
('lain
Robert
Mrs.
First
of
the able young
caused many
Rev. and
is
Hissoo
Pattie
visitors
Bethel College
of Union City were Sunday Grover teachers in our Kentucky school o/ Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Sneed of
and her friends and
systems to leave after gaining ex- 302 Willow Drive, Fullest, Ky., is also a member
here with her brother.
bear
to
glad
visits perience to teach in some other now on duty with a U. S. Air Force relatives were also
True, and Mrs. True. Their
three
her and the entire choir.
LE'
,
CHEVRO
en
are always welcomed around Mrs. stele where that experience is unit in Thailand.
The Birthday Club met Friday,
of
home
childhood
more adequately compensated.
parts, the
Airman Sneed, an administra- March 4, with Mrs. Emma Brown
Hemphill.
U. S. air
supports
specialist,
hi
Under
this
tive
short,
index
plan,
her celebrate her birthand
to he
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lassiter
me would not only be able to get activities in Thailand which inday. A nice pot-hack dinner was
lea
baby son, Richard Allen. vAm ago, good teachers; we would be able clude the expanding Southeast
noon, after which she
at
served
weeks
few
for Akron, Ohio a
to keep good teachers.
Asia airlift and aerospace defense opened her nice gifts. Those prestaken
are now employed and have
—closely coordinated with the ent were: Madames Rob Adams,
for
teachbetter
salaries
Besides
be
and
a mobile home to reside
Edna Atwill, Irby Harriman's, J.
fine, ers, the commission also has Royal Thai Au Form.
near his work. They are Just
The airman, a 1959 graduate of T. Workman, A. Simpson, Clint
recognized that additional sources
according to reports reached here of revenue must be made available Riverview High School, Hickman,
Workman, Ray Adams, [airline
Buten
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to his parents,
to eliminate the state's 461 one- Ky., has a B. A. degree from Cruce, Clara Carr, A. L. Cox, VirLassiter.
the 3,749 Lane College. Jackson, Tenn.
and
room
schools,
build
'Jones, Lizzie Murphy, Birdie
the
ginia
of
was
Saturday weather
new classrooms that are required.
Copeiaod, Donnie Fields, Lucile
typical March variety. Snow flurGREAT LAKES, ILL—Feb. 21— Deelyer, Sallie Johnson, Emma
To
this
local
districts
do
school
C. Mc- McClellan, Meet Austin, Alice
ries throughout the My and !idle
to should be allowed by legislation Seaman Recruit Brantford
howling winds were experienced
son of Mr. Mabry, Pauline Owens, Ethel
to levy certain new taxes to sup- Clure, Jr., 19, USN,
several miles per hour. The
McClure
C.
Brantford
Mrs.
and
Brasfield, Virgie Bondurant, John
mercury took a dive into low ph_ment the 21 per cent increase in Sr., of Route 1, Wingo, Ky., is unDavis Brown and Misses Eva
twenties and we now hope the win- property taxes permitted over the dergoing seven weeks of basic
and Clarice Bondurant.
Johnson
the
years
1965
by
next
special
two
isn't
spring
ter eases up and that
training at the Naval Training Everyone left wishing her many
of the legislature.
too far away. I haven't sowed those session
Center here.
birthdays.
happy
more
about,
Three such taxes were recommyranthus geed I told you
Under the supervision of veteran
but Mrs. Doyle Friekis of Tulla- mended by the commission with Navy petty officers, he is receiving
homa, Tenn., has her seed sown the restriction that only one instructions in naval history and
GOOD LUCK
and they are u.p to a beautike should be used. The choice would organization, customs and courtesA guy and a girl were sitting on
stand. Hers are town inside in be among a tax on utilities, an oc- ies, ordnance and gunnery, aeasome
discussing intellectual
to
progrow
wages
and
cupational tax on
boxes and need to
mbruship, damage control, first her touch
height before transplanting. Got to fits, and a license tax, or surtax, aid, swimming and survival, ship- things like mental telepathy.
"Would you call it mental teleget busy and sow those tiny seed Oil IDCOMe.
board drills and sentry duty.
girl asked, "if you
The Commission to Help Educaand try my hand with the fancy,
Military drills are emphasized pathy," the
colorful plant before Mt weather tion, of which I am chairman and during recruit training, and with were thinking the same thing I
about?"
superintendent
thinking
Sparks,
am
Dr
Harry
arrives.
various inspections and a planned
"No," the guy smiled. "I'd cell
of public instruction, is vice chair- physical fitness program, keep the
man, has made recommendations recruit; mentally and physically that just plain good luck!"
that will be of great value in so- alert.
lution of the current school crisis
Upon completion of recruit trainS. P. MOORE la CO.
and in further educational advance- ing, he will be assigned to a
CAREFUL
Plume Si
telt Oesemerelial
ment.
school, shore station or ship, ac- Man—My wife doesn't understand
It has gone so far as to recom- cording to the results of his Navy me at all. Does yours?
Linoleum,
Ar ..treag Weld
mend that it be established as a classification tests, his own desires
Friend—Gad, old boy—I don't
Availability and variety have never
—Vinyl mid Tile.
permanent body fcr continuing and the needs of the Navy.
Now's the time to get just the buy you
believe she's ever met you.
educational
state's
the
of
study
been greater! Pick your model, pick
—Duras Carpertb
want. Your
you
car
the
just
on
want
needs. I hope this is done so that it
—Upholstering. Modern•
your color, pick your custom touches
Chevrolet dealer Is celebrating Double
may advise both the Governor and
Antigen
and power. Get your No. 1 Bay now—
Dividend Days.-No. 1 Buys on
the General Assembly on problems
at your Chevrolet dealer's. Hurry!
sure to arise in providing KenAmerica's No. 1 Carat

By Gov.Edward T. Breathitt

ybeans
icrease
I they
.ntucky
!reit in
crops
bushel.
on any
!urn or
ir said.
an proreatlett

wane is
supply.
oh crop
ilable.
ng pace
oduchon
or said.
an es.
oat indi•
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Well Paying Jobs Page 7 The Fulton News, ursday,
For Women Now Tax Problems...
In Washington I TAX QUESTIONS ANSWERED

•

COME ON IN NOW!
N

Blue
II be
I not
r the

00•
r the

DID YOU KNOW -

:roSfwoe°
Blue
when

OD tucky's youth with quality educaJAMES HAZELWO
estsiememl. tion.

FOR LEASE

.7NAT THE AP1770NAL
OFFICE OFPOW 01#11415
AS NOW PART Or 7NE
OFF/CE OF MESECRETARY

MODERN 2-BAY
ASHLAND SERVICE STATION
Ideal location in heart of Fulton business district.
Investment can be tailored to individual. Company
paid training. Most equipment can be furnished.
Call W. T. Templeton, Clinton, 0L3-3121, or
Write W. R. Palmer, Box 606, Mayfield
tithe

DOUBLE DWIDEND DAYS!

OF meARMY

CHEVROLET DEALER'S
NOW AT useYOUR
that outside mirror before passing! I 'cone of eight

1

Always
standard safety features you'll now find on every Chevrolet.

All kinds of ears,all In one place...atyour Chevrolet dealer't

THAT APPOZIMATELY
2000 STANDBY REMYISIS FROM ALL °FIRE
ARMED FORCES ARE
ASSISFIN6 CIVIL. DEFEN% OFFICES OF
LOCAL AND STATE
60YERNMEMT
MORF FACTS?conerttam LIon_c.

Ckit

Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy U • Corvair • Corvette
16-3:

TOM 14XSIL OMAN-

RENT usOSVELOP1116
KRIM- MONITORING
CAPABILITY SIMI TIS
CML AIR PATROL...
the 6o.u.re 4000
mosiroeinc STATIONS AT AIRPORTS
AND UlaKIINS amps
APOIAIO na cousany

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2486

i
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JUDGE STEWART—
(Continued Priam Page tieist
:he Pd teah Board of Education.
He served in combat in France in
World War I.
Judge S'ewart is married to the
former Fhrbour Perry of Russellvil;e. dalighter of a former Court
of Appeals judge, the late Wesley
Vick Perry. His first wife, the

South Fulton Students
Mighty Good Speakers

former Eva yee Allender of Lexington, died rn 1960.
He 1^
two sons — Robert F.
-ti:aart, Sacramento, Calif., a
,pace program engineer with the
Douglas Aircraft Corp, and James
B. Stewart, an attorney in Win.
cheater — a:.: three grandchildren_
J'.:-e Stewart is a member of
the Christian Church.

TOP COONTY 4-H'ERS IN K. U. CONTEST—The Carc• 1111 and am
Grads 4.H Club was named martinet,
County's championship club in the annual Kentucky Utilities Company
4-H Achievomont Conhast and given
a cash award at a recognition dinner in Barlow. Pic ur:d at The presentatio
n are (from left froni) W•llac• 0. Shanklia, K. U. farm service adviser who made the awards; Kathy
Mabry, club rice president;
Nancy DisMyor, secretary, and Jo* Campbell, president, and
(back) County Agent John Watts; Mra, Anna
Thompson, home demonstration again, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Petsbry, loaders. Fifti mombers and
leaders from winning clubs in five western Kentucky counties attended
the K. U. dirmer I,, their honer.

National Merit Scholarship
Test To Be Given At Fulton

SEEK; R7 ELECTION—Court of Appeals Judge Brady
M. Stewart of
Pad,ah Tea Hs
rs Wednesday seeking nomination for re-election
o the :fate's h'ghest court in the May primary election. He
is now nor.
ving hi, seco-d term on the court as judge from the 18-county
First Appellate District.

Fulton High School will administer the National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying Test to about V students at 9:00 a. m. Tuesday,
March I. J. M. Martin, Principal,
announced today. The NMSQT, a
two and one-half hour test of educational development, is the first
step in the twelfth annual competition for four-year Merit Scholarships. Students who wish to be
considered for the Merit ScholarAiips to be awarded in 2967 must
take the NMSQT on this date.
All students' scores will be reported to their schools before May
15, together with interpretive and
guidance materials for schools and
students. About 14.000 Semifinalists, the highest scorers in each
state, will be announced publicly

South Fulton youngsters domi- McKinney, Lisa Watts,
Paula
na'ed the recent 4-H Public Speak• Hutchins, Susan Watts,
Annette
big contest sponsored each year by Riddles, Myra Adkins, Deborth
The Union City Daily Messenger. Blythe, Juanita Hampton, Suzette
First place senior girl honors MeMorries and Ginger Fields
all
went to Susan Burrow, daughter of South Fulton, Jill Hays of
Horn.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Burrow of beak, Paulette Jett, Cynthia
ColeSouth Yukon, while Bonita Burrow. man, Debbie Ray, Salty
Kirk,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Mac Freida Richards and Carolyn
RichBurrow of South Fulton, took the ards of Dixie; Donna
Williams,
junior
girls
honors
Coming Pttsllis Castlenian, Darlene Davis,
through for the men was David Norma Hampton and Jacqueline
Huey of Troy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent of Woodland Mills.
Linda
Paul Huey, who captured the Jun- Johnson t nit Jo Ann Barnett
of
ior boys first place award and Tro); Sandra Foggy and
Geraldine
check.
Williams of Obion; Melissa Killon
Three were no senior boys en- of Union C'' and Cheri Sellers
of
tered in the contest.
Cloverdale.
Taking second place in the senTaking se. ' place in the jun.
ior girls division was Barbara inc boy. din . '
was Mike Milner
Bronaford of South Fulton while of South
Fulton While Paul Phelps
Wanda Davie of Dixie was third.
of South Fulton w
third.
The largest entry list was in the
Others in the ju -c boys division
Junior gain division where C men
were
Greg
Phelps,
Glenn Perry,
Gardiner of South haiton was seeVictor Domains god Toothy Jinn.
ded and 1,inda R
of Troy lion of
South
Fulton: Kenneth
was third.
Harms and Mate Muse of Troy;
Junior Girl ribbon 'rtriers were Mark
Wyatt or Union (My, Dann!'
Beverly Bizzle.
Jan Clement, Johnson and Jimmy
Smith of
Xtirilyn Hardy. Jane Betty, Kathy Hornbeak
and Paul Hart of Troy.

They Fought The Good Fight

Pictured below we members of the South Flatten Junior
High Basketball teams who participate
d in area
competition, gaining good •sperience and tots of hopes
for an outstanding varsity team In the
future. They
-an September 22, ldtifs. The names played hard, won some and
lest soma, just as all good sports ham* do.
of Sernifinalisti will be send to col.
leges and organizations offering
•w
firtnicial aid to undergraduates. In
October ap- -xi .,fnly 38.000 students who score .111711 below the
level required of Y -ffinalists will
receive Letters of Commendation
for their high performance, although they will not be eligible to
compete for Merit Scholarships.

Each Semifinalist will be required to substantiate his NMSQT
Performance on a second examination and submit certain biographical information in order to become
a Finalist in the competition Only
Finalists are eligible to be considered for the Merit Scholarships
financed by NM,St• and sponsors.

South Fulton
6-Weeks Honor
Roll Released
The Fulton High School honor
roll for the fourth six-weeks period. released by Principal J. M.
Martin. is as follows:
Seniors: Leslie Cheatham, Lee
Engel, Rodney Foster. Lowell
Grooms, Betty Beadles, Anita
Bondurant. Lynne Dallas, Letha
Exam, Laura liefley, Jeanie Hinton, Judy Lambert, Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Judy Olive, Carole
Pigue. Sara Jane Poe, Peggy
Reams, Cheryl Underwood, Cecelia Wright.
Juniors: Henry' Armstrong, Mike
Campbell. Ben Guilt, Steve Jones,
Buddy Myers. Tom Nammy, John
Reed. Randall Roper, Janie Noles,
Joyce Tharp.
Sophomores: David Dunn. Rita
Craven, Susan Crittenden. Roma
Foster. Cynthia Homra. Joyce
Tucker:
Freshmen: Terry Dallas. Avery
Hancock. Charles Reed Wiley.
David Jones. James McCarthy,
Stanley Scales, David Winston,
Rita Adams. Gail Bashart. Susan
CaldwelL Dee Fields. Cathy Hy:and. Tina Jolley. Kaye Mann.
Kathy Meacham. Sharon Moore,
Nan Nlyers, Martha Poe, Donna
Wall, Debby Wheeler. Debby
Wright.
Students making all A's are:
Seniors - Anita Bondurant. Jeanie
Hinton. Mary Elizabeth Mitchell,
Judy Olive, Sara Jane Poe, Peggy
Reams: Juniors - Mike Campbell.
John Reed: Freshmen - Avery
Hancock, James McCarthy. Rita
Adams, Susan Caldwell, Tina Jolley. Donna Wall.

Front Row, left to right, Mike McKinney,
Danny Smith, Stan Hurt, Eugene Byrd,
David Puckett, Dennis
Schr•eir: Back Row, loft to right: Coach
Allen Ferguson, Bill Bard, Johnny
McGuir•, Gary Jetion,
Mitch Moss, Jerry Oliver, Greg Phelps.
(Photo by Adelle. Glossy prints available
Call 472-16116)

UNKNOWN AND APPARENTLY
FORGOTTEN are these burial
places of the brave soldiers who
sane their lives in Civil War bat.
11•. The rav•giss of more than •
100 years of time har• worn away
Ill, names on Ow markers,

OFFICIAL RESPONSIBILITY for
maintaining Camp Efir•urogard as
a state or national shrine, is unknown, as the dilapidated sign designating its location indicates.

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?.
Well,
it's No.1 6 years old.
in sales.
90 PIM,

$485

$155

Kentucky Sualakt Bourbon 90 Proof a 100 Proof Bookdhs-Boad.
• Yellowstone DIstillery Co. Looiasite, Kentucky.
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OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
HOW TO CONTROL WEEDS
A hit of farmers have been asking, "What's new in chemicals for
cotton and soybeans this year?"
The 1966 editions of "How to Control Weeds in Cotton" and "How
to Control Weeds in Soyheane”
are
just off the press art both of these
publications are
available for
farmers at our
)w.
These bolletin• include both
the recommended pre-emerge end
post-emerge chemicals for cotton
and soybeans There are some new
chemicals recoinmemled this year
along with some information
on
some oi the new promising materials that have been tested
for
2 years but not long enough
to be
on the recommended list.

and '
I ,
la I •IP

/',

Front Row, heft to right: Vicki Bloodworth
Marilyn Hardy, Scarlet Cranford,
Judy Henderson, Linda MgMilian, Julie Bard, Jan Clement;
TIME AT HAND
Second Row, left to right: Judy Cardwell,
Susan Fors•rd, Judy Powell, Carol
Coates, Jan. Taylor, Sandra
The time is right to get per- Archer, Denise Coleman,
Nancy Bagwell, Kay Blackburn, Kathy
manent pamures top-dressed with
Madding, Ertl, Maynard, Manager.
Standing
In
back,
on
left,
Coach
Robert Bagwell.
fertilizers. It is our observation
that we do a poorer Job fertilizing
our plantains than any other crop pasture, you might
leave the Niin Neon County. it has been provABC RAIDS—
'HUFF SAID
trogen out of the top-dressing.
en lime and time again that farm(Ciadfnued From Page One)
Honey, ah
ers ran sin. a big difference its the
yo' hathln' suit!
and did not hear Teriensee tax
Sho' nuff?
number of eows they can carry on FARM DATES TO REMEMB
ER stamps, the ABC agent added
a well fertilized pasture.
It oho' does!
The Hillview Cob raid was conMarch 14 - Annual Banquet Mr George Botta renovated an Farm School - Obion County
Cen- ducted by ABC Agent Charles L.
olil entablinhed pasture on High- tral High School - Troy.
Stanley of Union City, TBA Agent
way 45 near Rivas last fall. Watch
Alice] Mcnuffee of Paris, Patrol
this pasture tads Summer and
March 15 Annual Meeting - Sgt. Billy Moore of
Union City,
you'll nee Witat renovating and Production Credit Association.
and State Troopers Gordon Ilan
Storm Doors
fertilizing ran do for a herd of
ress of Lake county and Jimmy
Insulation
March
16
Ploy
Boy
Angus Sale
cows.
Daniels of Memphis.
Siding -Roofing
- Covington.
Windows
A soil tail Is the best way to deAwn/
FHA Ter,110
March 17 - Feeder Pig Sale termine the amount and kind of
GIVE HIM THE WORKS
fertilizer to use in top-dressing a Dresden.
Magistrate—"Wi..neas says you
mature but In the absence of a
March 19 • Went Tennessee Pol- neither slowed down nor tried to
soil test tire about 60 lbs. ,.: Nitro- led Hereford Sale - Brownsvill
e. avoid the pedestrian."
gen plus 300 lb.. of ' f-izer like
Motorist—"1 took all the preMarch 21 - Torn Wade Hereford cautions. I blew
my horn and 400 Main
Bill Taylor
0-20 20 If you have clover in your Sale - Kenton.
curst hint."

DIAL 472-1997

TWIN CITY NOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

_
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Color all the Easter Panels in
er.
Shopp
The
March 9, 16, and 23 issues of
listed with
Bring them to the sponsoring stores
Contest
each panel. Color your best!
open to all children in this area, ages 5 to 12.
GRAND PRIZES

id in area
hire. They

For the best series, comelet if

¶5.30 :ash
$3.00 cash
$2.30 cash

First prize
Second prize
Third °rim

Isis pa;sr in th•
PLEASE NOTE: Color p•n•ls will appear in
March 1 14 and 23rd.
ih• remote*
Judging will be don• following publication of
241% edition.
sort., which ends with publication of tim March
Winners will be announced March 301h
soonsor them not
Color oar Ils must be taken to the firms who
SHOPPER will
later, than Monday following public•tion. THE
awarding of Prize
,
collect all p•nets and supervise ludlittS1 and

SHAPE UP....
IN

WRANGLER
s-T-R-E-T-C-H
Of, Dennis
ry Jena",

Downtown Lake St.

OH
BOY

Gains Five
— Gov.
FRANKFORT
Edward T. Breathitt's congresaimed
plan,
ting
redistric
sional
at more even population disthe
into
dropped
tribution. was
legislature's hopper Friday.
Senate Majority Leader J. D.
Buckman. D-Shepherdsville, who
called the re-alignment "fair
and equal," introduced the
measure as Senate Bill W.
Early comment seemed favorable from both Democrats and
Republicans, but House Minority Leader James Caldwell, RLouisville. reserved judgment on
at least-one new district.
Louisville. Shively, those incorporated areas surrounded by
Louisville and two tracts in Jefferson County would comprise
the 3rd District under Breathits plan.
Wants To Study Plan
Late, Caldwell said further
study of the plan indicated to
him it was "loaded politically"
in favor of the Democrats in
Louiss-file and Jefferson County.
He said he expects strong opposition by total Republicans.
Both Caldwell and Buckman,
as well as other legislators, commended the plan for Its even
population distribution.
Under it, the smallest district
will be the 5th, with a population of 417,544. The harvest will
be the 3rd, with a population of

To achieve the balar,:e, these
changes were made:
—The present 1st District loses
Simpson and Allen counties to
the 2nd District, but gains Un•
ion, Henderson, Webster, Hopkins and McLean counties from
the present 2nd District.
—Besides those changes, the
2nd District loses Metcalfe County to the 5th and gains Hardin,
Larue, Bale, Nelson, Marion,
Washington, Spencer and Anderson Counties.
—The 4th District loses 12
counties south and east of Jefferson County — Shelby and
Mercer to the 6th. Green and
Taylor to the 5th and the rest
to the 2nd. It gains Grant and
Pendleton counties from the 6th
District_

Fulton Club
Has Program
On Library
ZAP'

(

ANOTHER

- J. Turney Davie is the new
IT'S OFFICIAL
county road supervisor. Davie succeeds Earl
photo
- Hickman Courier
Taylor.

Orgill Honored
For 20 Years
Will, Conyany
Marvin W. Orgill. district
Manager for Southern Bell Telephone Co. here, was honored recently at a luncheon celebrating
20 scars of service with the company.
Mead B. Farris, general commercial manager, Louisville,
presented Orgill with a gold pin
containing four stars, one for
each five-year period of service.
Orgill began his telephone career Jan. 14, 1946, in Louisville
after serving in several responsible positions, was transferred
to Paducah in May 1958 to his
present position.
Those attending the luncheon
were Sam H. Ridgway. assistant
vice president, Louisville; Frank
H. Wiedmer, group manager,
Hoplunsville; D. E. Brown.
group manager, Mayfield; Tom
Brewer, group manager, Paducah; Ken Miller, manage r,
Princeton; R. K. Carpenter,
manager, Murray; Lary Ader,
manager, Fulton, and If, D.
Hayes, commercial supervisor,
Paducah.

—Align- son County, Oldham, Trimble,
FRANKFORT
ment of counties tinder Gov. Ed- Carroll, Gallatin. Grant, Pendleonn- ton, Campbell. Kenton, Boone.
congresi
ward T. Breathitrs
al redistricting bill introduced in
— Mouton, Metcalfe,
Fifth
•
the state Senate Friday:
Green, Cumberland, Adair. TayHick—
Fulton.
District
First
lor. Clinton. Russell, Casey, Puman. Carlisle, Ballard. Graves, laski, Lincoln, McCreary, Whit,.
Marshall
.
McCracken, Calloway
ley, Laurel, Rockcastle, JackLivingston, Inge, Lyon, Crit- son. Estill. Owslev, Clay. Knox,
tenden, Caldwell. Christian. Hop- Bell, Leslie. Harlan. Wayne.
kins, Webster, Union, Todd, 1,0- I Sixth — Shelby. Henry, Owen,
gun. Muhlenherg, Butler, Mc- Franklin, Scott, Woodford, MerLean. Henderson.
, net', Boyle. Jessamine. Garrard,
Second — Simpson. 'Warren, Fayette, Harrison. Robertson,
Filnionson. Grayson. Ohio. Da- . Bracken. Mason, Nicholas, Hourviess, Hancock, Breckinridge, bon, Montgomery. Powell, Clark,
Allen, Barren, Hart, Hardin, Madison_
Meade, Lartle, Marlon. Wash— Greepup, Lewis,
ington. Anderson, birlson, Spen- • Seventh
Fleming, Boyd, Carter, Rowan
cer, Bullitt.
Lawrence, MorElliott,
'Bath,
Shively,
e,
Third — Louisvill
Wolfe, Magoffin,
incorporated areas surrounding gan, Menifee,
Pike, Floyd,
Martin,
.
Jef!Johnson
Louisville and two tracts in
Lee, Breathitt, Knott, Perry,
ferson County.
Fourth — The rest of letter- Letche r.

, Sandra
or.

NF.W

MEN'S WRIST
WATCHES WITH
EXPANSION

DRESS
Only

BAND

$795
Each

tan' null!

No son...

Railroad Salvage
Lake St. - Fulton. Ky.

. . .just the result of
7

Mrs. Hana Is
Fulton UCW
New President

rulation
itHICHRI

that wonderful new dryclenning process
Miracle Finish

Ter ma
les exclusive al

..

)ME
CO.
Taylor

OX-Pwilaase

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
Pho. 412-1700
218 E. State Line

SHOE REPAIR
We pickup and delis" 1
PHONE 472-1513
or 472-1700
Campbell', Shoe Repair
204 Main tree!

The Biggest Blast
The largest blast in the history of world underground mining was recently fired in the
Froud-Stobie mine of the International Nickel Company in the
Sudbury District of Ontario. Requiring 464 tons of powder, the
blast shattered a cubic area the
aize of • football field into more
than five million tuna of loose
rock and ore.

Ray's
SANDWICH
SHOP
South Fulton

FU1.TON, Ky.— Mrs. Henry
Hanna of the First Christian
Church has been elected president of the United Church Women of Fulton. She succeeds Mrs.
lames Campbell.
Other officers named include
Mrs. Robert Rudolph, vice president; Mrs. Frank Brady, treasurer and Mrs. Albert Johns
Ion, secretary.
The nominating committee
was composed of Mrs. George
Moore, chairman, Mrs. Herbie
Hunt and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence.

Want Quick Reselts'
Sup A Shopper Want Ad

COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE
BOTTLING COMPANY
THE FULTON COCA-COLA
ensossi.sesinswaaine•mrenominwisoonnosvin

ENTERTAINMENT
Each Thursday and
Niqhiq

And Try Our
Ho/Made Chili

Freels Caught Flah
Mush Puppies, Slaw,
Tarter Saute
French Fuses

FRIDAY
NIGHT

ar•

FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75t

DERBY

1.),X
RESTAFulton,

II 1044_ 494 4,',1?;44Vp

ny Toggery
THE
\
•

Custom Barboguing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES

FULTON, Ky. — The March
meeting of the Junior Woman's
Club was held at the clubhouse
with Mrs. Michael Homra presiding. She was assisted by the
secretary, Mrs. Wayne Cooper.
Mrs. Bob Peterson, program_
leader, introduced Miss Jessie
Orgain, who discussed the Fulton-South Fulton library. Afterwards the group visited the library.
Two new members, M r s.
Howard Henderson and Mrs.
Tom Templeton. were welcomed into the club.
Hostesses, Mrs. Charles Halterrnan and Mrs. Tommy Mann,
scrved refreshments to 20 members and three guests, Miss
Jean Haddad, Miss Jenny
Hardy and Miss Orgain.

Make
Cooking
a Pleasure

1

WASHINGTON— U.S. agricultural exports in fiscal 1966 are
expected to exceed the record
561 billion level of the past two
years.

BENCH FRIES

Saturday

11111

•"

Jefferson In 4th
—The new 4th District would
be made up of most of defter.
son County outside Louisville
and Shively, plus Oldham, Trim,
Carroll. Gallatin. Grant,
Pendleton, Campbell, Kenton
and Boone counties.
—The 5th District gains Metcalfe. Green, Taylor and Lincoln counties.
—The 6th District gains Mason. Mercer and Shelby countics
and loses Grant. Pendleton and
Lincoln counties.
—The 7th loses only Mason
County.
Re-alignment of districts was
made necessary by the U.S. Supreme Court's one-man, one-vote
ruling. A federal judge had
warned Kentucky if it didn't redistrict itself, the courts would
handle it.

MOM!
Inda Mc-

FRANKFORT, Ky., March 5—
A bill which would aid in relocation of International Shoe Co
in Paducah NI'S been approved
31-5 In the Senate.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Tom Garrett of Paducah, would
allow county governments to
contribute funds to a chamber
of commerce for industrial de
velopment. Citles are allowed to
do this now but counties are not.
In another General Assembly
action pertaining to Paducah,
the bill providing legislation for
a link-up of Paducah Junior
College and University of Kentucky was given its first reading, putting it into a position for
a vote Tuesday. The bill had
smooth-sailing in the House,
passing NA

This leaves a difference of
only 23,145 between the smallest
and largest compared with presi.nr population variance of 260,108 between the 1st and 3rd dm-

How Districts
Would Line Up

$538

Chamber Of
Commerce
Bill Passed

Breathitt Reveals
'Fair, Equal' Plan
For Redistricting
1st District
rLoses Two,

JEANS

• White
h y 7514 mum,
Slim,
25% nylon in a wide only of colorfast
fashion colors! True \\ rangier western >tile
Sizes 6 to 10.

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1966

446,689.

• Navy
• Black
• Sailing Blue
• Light Blue
• Wheat
• Loden Green

SECOND
SUTTON

THE NEW

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

The
Shoppers

B'Tween SkoJ
See The New Fashions For
GUYS and GALS
Puffs of bright dresses
with matching coat
ensembles

1
And for Boys—Top-o-the-season plaid jackets.
Also burgundy, blues etc. Crease resistant
and so __ ___ wearable.

11

Fulton, Ky.
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John Louis Lattus married in California

_

COLOR

O
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PANEL
n Easter Sunday. in smartest clothes,
It's off to Church the family goes

Color - Clip and Bring To The
By Monday- March 14
Your Name, Address, Phone and

Want Quick Results"
Buy A Shopper Want Ad

When e me.0, of your funny needs
a prrenirt acting. sootrung antidaerTneal, &pm.
.
fee procroct
ressal. Mu yowl erre trInted for
ever 2$ p.'s — Keefortats, tr.
Opp.. T.ronwnent sin. in unarsolubls bottles. •r.

Age

Viet Tests For
Combat Clothes
From Natick
Like the cavalrymen of the
Old West or the desert fighters of Lawrence of Arabia,
soldiers serving in Vietnam
may soon be adding a bandana to their official clothing.
Called a "sweat cloth" by
the Army's Natick Laboratory here, the bandana is •
36-inch square piece of highly absorbent dark gseen
cotton.
It has a variety of uses.
It may be worn like an
Arab's burnoose over the
back of the head to keep off
the hot tropical sun. It may
be tied around the neck like
an Indian fighter's neckerchief. Or it may be stuffed
in the pocket and used as
a large but conventional
handkerchief.
According to Mr. Theodore
Bailey of the Lab's clothing division, more than
200 of the sweat cloths will
be sent to Vietnam within
the next few weeks for testing and evaluation by frontline soldiers.
In addition, Mr. Bailey
said the Lab has developed
new underwear, new hats,
and • new poncho and
groundcloth which will also
he combat-tested in Vietnam
late thin spring.

Time
To Plan
Easter is April

10th
Use Our Convenient Lay-A-Way

you haVe to get
a littlestrap
happy

Chrysanthemums decorated
St.
Joseph's
Catholic
Church
in
Pomona. Calif. when
wedding vows were exchanged by Miss Frances Anne Neumann and
John L. Lattus.
The Rev. NealO'Dwyer
celebrated at the Nuptual Mass and read the
double ring ceremony.
The bride, escorted
down the aisle by her
father, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. Neumann of Waterford, Wis. She wore
a gown of Spanish motiff
fashioned from Chantilly lace over Satinwith
a scoop neckline and'
long tapered sleeves.
The gown was sprinkled
with aurora borealislike
sequins. Her train was
held in place by tiny
embroidered rosebuds
which was fashioned to'
make a bustle.
Her fingertip veil was
an original featuring an
aurora borealis tiera and
was edged in Chantilly
lace. She carried a cascade of carnations and
stephanotiscentered with
an orchid. She also carried a gold
rosary, her gift from the
groom.
Miss Dina Savocchio
served as maid of honor.
She was clad in a dress
of gold velvet and carried a nosegay of gold

Music Helps
Youngsters
Social Swing
Music can and should be an important part of youngsters' early
years.
"It gives them immediate rewards, puts them in the 'social
Thing,' and, at the same time nurtures a delightful pastime for adult
and leisure years," says Mildred
Alexander, organist and teacher of
organ teachers
Children have a natural affinity
for musk. They respond to soothing
lullabies and, later on, crea te
rhythm with tapping spoons or skipping rope to sing-song tunes.
Introducing children to music
should capitalize on this natural interest and response to rhythm and
melody.
Al education consultant to Hammond Organ Company, Miss Alexander suggests thew proven tips for
making music an early part of
youngsters' lives:
I. At a young use, show them

3. Take your child to live concerts when possible
. . or a
parade. Point out the different inliniments.
4. Have a musical instrument in
your home that the whole family
can play and enjoy, one that a child
can learn easily. A home organ allows a child to create music in
only a few minutes and gives him
an immediate sense of achievement
and impetus to go on. He also can
imitate other instruments, such as
a guitar, trumpet, clarinet, drum
and many others

Children like Kaopectatee
(parents trust it)

LJ
isspestatil
71t1
.7
1
-

Mr. and Mrs. John Louis Lattus
chrysantheurnurns.
The bridesmaid
and
the
Junior
bridesmaids, Miss Grace Neumarm and Miss Susan
Gordon,
sister
and
niece of the bride, also
carried matching nosegays. They wore gowns
of mint green.
Miss Cheryl Gordon, a
niece, was flower girl
and wore white. Miss
Cathy
Cash held the
guest book.
Lawrence Lattus was
his brothers best man.
They are sons of Mr.

and Mrs. John H. Lattus of Hickman.
The grornsmen were
James Cissell, Michael
Lawless and Dean Spencer and ushers were Irvin Cash and Arthur
Neumann. Timmy Cash
carried the rings.
The couple \received
some 200 guests at a
reception held a the
Knights
of Columbus
Hall in Pomona.
After a honeymoon trip
they are at their home
at 1002 "B" Notta St.,
Ontario, Calif.

•
When diarrhea upsets a member of your family, turn to the
comforting relief of Upphn's Kaopectatis it's prompt
acting, soothing and pleasant tasting. Families have
trusted Kaorectate tor more than 28 years. Available in
unbreakable bottles that are at home in your medicine
chest or travel case

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
iron
mugs.

The 2=21h
LAKI stump

HIRSCH'S'
SENSATIONAL BUYS
MEN'S and YOUNG MEN'S

ALL WOOL

You'll like the expensive-looking tailoring in
rich, pure wool worsteds . .. you'll find the
quality suit that is just right from our big selection. Best of all — you save a fistful of folding
money on this — one of America's outstanding
clothing values ... see them now!

•Regulars •Longs •Shorts

......."*.in.wons
neestesW•0
.

COMPARE...anywhere...TO 39.95

----14
UN /7747
• PASSENGER
TRUCK

Free Installation
... if you want to be
really big fashion this
Spring! Miss Wonderful goes
all over strap happy in platinum
textured kid
that takes a
wide swing around the toe,
a slow curve at the
lower heel-line.

Free

Balancing

Fully Warranted

ALL POPULAR SIZES

Miss Wonderful

Terms To Suit

Advertiud in MADEMOISELLE • SEVENTEEN •

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative

220 LAKE

399 Central Ave. 479-2352

soe • -.•••••
-",..semeemesswesso".0
.•°2_

MARCH

different sounds made by tinkling
a fork on different size glasses filled
with varying amounts of water. Also
jiggle and sing along with your
child to radio tunes.
2. Make music a part of youngsters' parties, be it a singing game
or radio music or records, or even
a dime.-store souvenir musical instrument.

TRACTOR

se ur-e

BIRTHDAY IN

•

32v
irsu

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS FOR ALL BUDGETS!

levis Fulton
Open l:3 I. Ca Mail..Tlerr
B:111f, 1:10 Pet • Sat

P. N. HIRSCH st CO.
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Perk up fried fish fillets for
Lenten meals with this piquant
Lemony Herb Sauce Melt Vs cup
butter or margarine, add 3 tablespoons ReaLemon bottled lemon
juke, I clove garlic, minced, 3
1 2 teatablespoons minced parsley, /
spoon sweet basil and Vs teaspoon
salt. Pour immediately over cooked
fish and serve Molars about 4 Se,,-

I

404-

/ - At
(
(

Sauce for Fish

/ppm
•
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rv,.: F
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TRY BURLAP MAT

•,,

411111......._
'

Picture mats can be covered with
a variety of materials for special
texture effects Silk, linen, and
burlap are particularly good as matting materials, suggests the Picture
and Frame Institute.

L

H00/ AECtIT
EAN OF 14 HAT YOU
SAID YOUR HUSBRND
PROMFSED lb 9IN YOU

SHOWERS
Vinyl adhesive is recommended
for installing wall coverings in and
around shower areas according to
the United Wallpaper Company of
Chicago. Available at most paint
and wallpaper dealers 113 Vular adhesive, it will prevent moisture from
getting under the wall covering and
causing peeling.

ate*

Charlie's Price Remain Same
Despite Oil Boom In Area

im to the
. prompt
ies haw
likable in
medicine

Color - Clip and Bring To The

Fulton Texaco Center

ANY

State Line Rd. It Park

By Monday - March 14
Your

Name, Address, Phone
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Age
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By Jere Moore Jr.
— Despite a
SULPHUR LICK, Ky.
monopoly and being surrounded by gushing
has
passed up the
money, Charles Leamon
Opportunity for quick profit to do what he
thinks is honest.
Charles and his wife own the only store
at Sulphur Lick. It's the only store within
nine miles of an oll gusher that has brought
a boom to the area.
Oilman came from all over the country
and cars lined both sides of the road for a
(porter-mile around the Charles Leamon
store, the only convenient place to eat.
Customers were shoulder to shoulder
on a recent vtaiL You had to push to get into
this typical country store, shoes to beans,
pot-bellied stove and rough woolen bench,
Rat normally serves about 1,000 residents
of
the economically depressed farming
area In south central Kentucky. The nearest
stores are eight mile, south in Tompkinsville or 15 miles north at Glasgow.
After the 4,000-barrel-a-day well was
brought in Thanksgiving Day on the Jack Hays

term about a mile from the store, prices on
Ott leases went from less than $1 an acre to
as much as $100 an acre.
But the sign in Leamon's store advertising
sandwich prices remains unchanged- "Ham
25 cents, chopped pork 15 cents, bloney (sic)
10 cents, cheese 10 cents."
"Just because a man is an oilman," Leamoo said, "I didn't think it would be right
to double the price on him. The way it looks
to me is that it is dishonest. I was selling
them for that before, so I Just kept on."
Leamon operates on the honor system.
Charlie or his wife hand out sandariches
at one spot, literally handed without plate or
napkin, and the customer spreads his own
mayonnaise or mustard.
The other takes up money about six
feet down the counter, receiving what the
customer says he owed. Sat drinks are
kept in a boa on the other side of the store
and the crowds make it Impossible for Charlie
to see who got what.
"I only caught one man trying to get out
without paying," he said.

97c

ONLY

14 Bust Vignette

11 X

value for
Phis 50c handling charge

Reg. $6.95

97c

GUARANTEED TO BE AS GOOD IN QUALITY AS ANY
11 X 14 PICTURE AT ANY PRICE
NO AGE LIMIT, ONLY ONE SPECIAL PER PERSON OR TWO
PER FAMILY.

1

RAILROAD SALVAGE
In Fulton
11

a. in. to 7 p. in. SATURDAY,March 12
••••••••••••••••
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A. B. Chandler
I May Run For
U.S. Senate
..
F to0 ern
APIVITChandlt-said
day be may become a Demoaidk candidate for US. Seasloe in ihe May primary.
"I'm seriously considering it,"
he yid in an interview "1 don't
think Sen John Sherman Cooper
the Republican incumbent) is
Invulnerable"
Chandler. who served a short
sod • regular term in the Senate during the 1940's, said
he had talked with various polltkal leaders in 15 or 35 counties
hi the past few weeks
"I am not personally seeking
anything." he said. "but I have
F. been sought out"
He said many of his talks
have been with allies of both
former Gov. Bert Combs and
7 Gov Edward T. Breathitt.
-•-• Combs usually Is regarded as
E. a political arch-enemy of Qianddefeated
Breathitt
7. ler
Chandler's third term bid for
governor in 1961 primary.
"Some people have talked to
Combs about it," Chandler said.
"My information is that he Is
not adverse to my running, but
I have not talked with him or
Breathitt"
Chandler, now 87, did not rule
out a possible race for governor
next year. "My own followers
pleaded with me to wait until
then." he said.
Up to now the strongest apparent contender in the Democritic arena has been former
Attorney General John Breckinridge Lexington attorney.
"Breckinridge has sought my
support and I owe him no obligation," Chandler said. "I don't
know how much headway he's
But Chandler said he double
that Brecklruidge's announced
conditions for entering the race
—adequate financing and unanimous party support—"have
been or will be met."
Chandler said the conversations with Democratic leaders
while on business trips have
coovinced him their ant con'coon is to get • "reaemably
satisfactory" nominee In the
Senate race rather than let it
go by default.

Gov. Clement
Will Dedicate
Girls Dormitory
()evertor Inuit G. Clement
will be honored at The University of Tennessee Martin
Branch Friday, March 11, he
harts* • womin's residence
hall gives his name.
TM Dist nett of Clement
Hall.•die-especity dormitory
the women, was provided by Is
1064 legislature under the
leadership of Governor Clement. ha annex was added to
the original building later.
trustee Warm
University
Fisher ot Dresden willpreside
ceremonies,
o'clock
10
the
at
and Dr. Andrew D. Holt, preGovernor
present
sident, will
Clement . Dr. Paul Meek,
chancellor at Until§ mai vice
prodded of the university,will
speak on the development of
QTMD put and present. Also
to tabs part on the program
will be stidesi dormitory sincere Line Wells of Deft;
president, and Pella 01111111185
of Miley deentioas
and Mrs. Johnnie Mot01065
instructor la music, vocal
soloist.
Fonswing the dedicatory ceremony, Governor Clement will
address the MED student body
at an assembly I. the Physical
at 11
Didlding
Ensconce
o'clock. Partkapating In this
program Is wilition to Me
governor will be Dr. Holt awl
Tow awn, ti-T trust.. trom
yoke cnr.
The morning rettvittee will
be climaxed with a luncheon
In the Tqtraleal1dUCeke Building with Dr. Bolt preakting.
At 7 o'clock in Ma wenn'.
be
3overnor Clement will
honored at a dinner oponeored
by the WeeadaryCounty Chamber
of Commerce and to be held in
the 011111 Physical Education
Banding.

DOPE INC

of
West Kentucky's and West Tennessee's
Most Beautiful and Modern
AT

422 Lake Street
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"
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Hershey issues guidance on
student deferments.
-- - -
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GRAND OPENING DAYS
Saturday
Thursday, Friday,
March 10th.- 12th
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You can walk on
your rug 2 hours
after cleaning it
with Luster
loam,

KENTUCKY

FULTON,
S
n

themElectric
pa.., rental $1.

REGISTER FOR FREE DOOR PRIZES
See Our Lovely Collection Of Ladies Fashions Direct From
The New York and Chicago Markets For Spring 1966.

How to Got
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America's Best Fashion

Arthritic Safferers
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You Are
Cordially Invited To The

Buy A Stopper Want Ad

1

PORTRAIT SPECIAL

Fresh

Shoes

Nationally

Known

JOLENE, CONNIES, JACQUELINE
SIMONS PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 479-2724

Fulion

•
•

•

We

are Proud

•
Wonderful Customers
To Bring You This New Store. Our Loyal and

Since

1937 To Better Serve You In The Years To Come.
•••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CAMP BEAURFGARD
(Continued /Ton Page Ona)
available A few concrete posts and
four more slabs mark the rear
In the field east of the cemetery
enclosure, minnie balls and other
i.rros of antique ammunition have
been picked up in recent yeA's.
We judge that this was their practice range or -proving grounds.Depressions in the hillside also
give evidence of having been used
for protection from the weather
One man says that an old-timer
Told him that he remembered a
visit paid to the ••...np by General
Beauregard. He was a General in
the U. S. Army. a graduate from
West Point and Superintendent
there for five days early in ail
He was removed because he said
that hi, would join the Fout'i, if

Steam Locos
Dying Breed

oar came
It would seem that there has
been a revival of interest in the old
graves. There are modern stone;
that carry dates going back to the
1600's Dates as late as 1965 show
that the cemetery is still being
used tar burial. All told, it is one
of the larger country cemeteries
and there is room for many more
loaves. It is fairly well-kept and
flowers on the graves attest to the
fact thlit it is visited often by Interested relatives
Mr Lawrence assures me that
he gets no remuneration foil the
Lime he spends at this work, which
I feel sure is considerable. It has
at come sort of a hobby with him,
'oecause it is his community, his
iiderest, and there's no one else
to do it.

FORT EUSTIS, Va.(AN?)
—The proud, smoke puffing
iron horse has nearly vanished from the tracks of
American railroada. For the
past decade, however, several
of the big locomotives have
enjoyed • reprieve from extinction on the Fort Eustis
Military Railroad, operated
by the 714th Railway Battalion, the Army's only active
railway unit.
Though the efficient diesel
locemotive is the workhorse
of Army railroading, its.*
engines are important for
training Transportation
Corps soldiers who must be
able to operate railroads in
countries where steam is still
king.
But the ranks are thinning. The only source of repair parts for the rare locomotives is other locomotives; so, with a bit of nostalgia, the battalion recently
disassembled four of Its
steamers to keep the others
rolling.

No
More
Ironing!

ALIGNMENT
&BA1ANCING

try someth,ng neve Try Oshkosh
Best Pres/ work pants and storts.
They never need ironing' Sure,
they cost a Dot more' But you get
more! You get wrinkle tree, per•
ananently pressed work wear that's
guaranteed At Oshkosh B Gosh.
You'll like that mate, 1ook at
50% Fortrel Polyester and SO%
cotton twill And your ante vnll
kr. the "no iroriing" feature. Insist on Oshkosh Best Prest
snatch.at shirts and pants.

CHARACTERISTIC is the way to
describe this monument in Camp
Be•uregard C•motery marking the
fin•I r 'sting place el a rmaill:*r sof
this Woodmen fr•fecnei sorgenis••
S.
ATOP A HILLSIDE sweetmeat,
th• r•Iling fields below is this
handsome monument erected by
the Kentucky Division of the 01111,
phters of the Confederacy and Ow
gard Monument Association
•5 • historic tribute to the sokilisrs
who ars buried in Camp flisauris.
g•rd C•metery.
so.
This is • view of the "rsw section" of Camp Bemoregerd C•mrs.
tery wher• the deceased members
of area families are buried.

OSHKOSH
Er GOSH
Available in
GRAY

qualify stamps
lAachenIc sat Duly 6 ant 10 go
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
U ire Net Right
.
We'll IM It Again Free

Shirts
Pants
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SAVE $2.34
'725 says' supply)

PEG $5.89

NOW $2.95
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SAVE 1/3 Off
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(22.5 days supply)
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1/2 PRICE

*Messes PHOS-CAL CAPSULES
guru,. nrcs,..1 site Meal

SAVE $6.49
(6 months' supply)
REG. $12.98

fla [VOWS
83c OFF
RH Ulif
McKessea MIOS-CAL CAPSIX ES As MOO
MU'. 5.00W
"
""n
46c OFF'
1133. We
McKesson WHEAT CUM Olt CAPSULES
11 Cal*IS

S1.66

100 Capsules
•(100 days' supply)
REG $3.49

NOW

$2.35

SAVE $1.14

100,
(100 days supply)

o
I

93c
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No, 79c
40c OFF
McKessom YEAST TABLETS tirrast'S‘
it,,u
no 4:73
65c
3OcOFF
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$
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A oeautttul Easter is on
its way, and the beautiful
beginning is here, in our
Easter Fashion Opening.
See, select your apparel
and accents!

Suits
$8.99 to $25
Purses ___ $1.99 to $4.99
Gloves, ___ $1,99
Iiats ____ $1.99 to $9.99
Coats ____ $12.99 to $25
Shoes __ $4.99 and $5.99
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PLAY CASH JACKPOT...IT'S FUN! IF YOU DO NOT HAVE
BUY.
A JACKPOT CARD,COME GET ONE TODAY...NOTHINGTO
1966 •
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HUBERT ELLINGTON, Stock-Clerk

Extra Lean
T
Boston Bull
ROS

PORK

Regular or Drip

LB.

Both
Niagra Instant &Lyons Gat one Free

Pure Fresh

Folgers & Maxwell Instant

Twin Pkg.

Ls.
Extra Lean Center

Extra Lean

16 oz. Cans

24 oz. Bottle

DETERGENT Liquid 49c PORK & BEANS
New Princass

SOAP

lb. 69c

PORK STEAK

10 oz. jar $1.39 POTATO CHIPS

Thrifty

lb. 79c

PORK CHOPS

STARCH . . . . 69c ORANGE JUICE
COFFEE

ad '14
awe*

10C

Old Fashion Slice F-R-E-E

lb. 39c

BOLOGNA
First Cut

Cloverleaf Dry

lb. 65c

2 oz. Pkgs 10c PORK CHOPS

2 Reg Bars 39c MILK

Pyramid Skinless

suGAR,20.g99c

lb. 49c

FRANKS

Godchaux

ditkap
BREAST
LE6S•TIIIGNS
WINOS
BACKS.....,
eIZZARDS..
LIVERS

54Y
Ls- 4
LI290
Le.•194

I-6.

"Le

IA VP

Pyramid Sliced

lb. 67c

BACON

00

OYSTERS 3
Treasure
Bay

Cans8oz.$

Cove

20 oz. Jar

Jars

Gerbers and Heinz

2 Lb. $
6 for 59c FRENCH
FOOD
BABY
39c
.
.
.
S
ERVE
PRES
U Bags
PRESERVES . •
8 oz. Cans FRIES
Sunset Gold
20 oz. Jar
Imperial Grape
Jar
oz.
20
Imperial BL Berry
6 for 49c
BISCUITS
7 oz. Cans
PRESERVES . . . 39c PRESERVES . . . 39c Jacksprat
Jacksprat
14 oz. Bottles
Miss Liberty
20 oz. Jar
Imperial Raspberry
MO
3
for
CATSUP . . 6 for $1.00 TUNA FISH
39c
W.
SING
D
DRES
SALA
39c
•
•
.
PRESERVES
Imperial Strawberry

20 oz. Jar

Imperial Cherry

•

39c

UT isoLJAR

1111111Shortening

BUTTER39
..

3

Puomiles SMOOTH

10 3 1-4 oz.

‘ Lykes
a

2 - 12 oz. Cans

TREET

y .

Pride of Illinois

luncheon $1.00 TOMATOES

-11t Armours with Beans
." CHILI . .

•FLOUR

School Day

$1.00 PEAS June

1.1 POTITD MEAT
:*. Armours

lb. cans

3 - 16 oz. Cans

Hunts

16 oz. Cans

Starkist

24 oz. Cans

6 for $1.00 PORK & BEANS 5for $1.00
7 oz. Cans

6 for $1.00 TUNA FISH
16 oz. Cans

Scott County

Staley's Waffle

3 for $1.00
24 oz. Bottles

• • $1.00 CORN . . . 6 for $1.00 SYRUP . . 3 for16 oz.$1.00
Cans
Hunts Fruit
29 oz. Cans
Hunts Halves & Slices
5 - 1 4oz. Bottles
Hunts
4 for $1.00
4 for $1.00 COCKTAIL
46 CATSUP Tomato $1.00 PEACHES
Giant
Powdered
5 Lb.
Detergent
Size
i•
Bags
Seli Rising

Robin orHood

$7 no

ALL FLAVORS
-e- OEM • Gpi APE
floor
- Cot AS ,ETc.

AJAX

r
i
dW
BIG 'IL GAL.3

so-ryLE
°Mrs eT

%I
• 7;
KS•••ES••••••••••••BA
DRINTOM
N AN AS"`"m
ATO

FRESH

16 oz. Cans

-rUgE

peak

RIPE

1CF

FLORIDA ORANGESns:t.t.9n49c 3 SUN

LEMONS

PRAWNS"'MITE °R"0*.k
-S 20 Le. BAG

IA" mED.
'
GRADE.

•••••••••

L..10c

DOZE"

.89!

2 ooz.

••••••••

SOUT
LJLTON

COLOR

PANEL—

caster time is here once more ... and

16

Mr.

Bunny hops off to his chores.

Shorthorn Association. As with each
of the National shows
and sales, all the
animals must have
met high standards of
quality in order to be
eligible for the show
and sale.
L. E. Mather., Sr.,
Mason City, Ill., a
prominent Shorthorn
official, will judge
the animals on Saturday, starting at
9:30. The sale is set
to begin at 12:30,
with Don Smock,
Whiteland, Ind., as
the auctioneer.
This is the first
year for the Shorthorn sale to be held
as a "Kentucky
National." In the past
it has been caLled the
"Kentucky Shorthorn
Futurity Show and
Sale," and has grown
to be one of the most
outstanding Shorthorn
events in the Nation.
* * * *
Turning from beef
cattle, I would like
to remind Kentucky
swine breeders, particularly those in the

Western part of the
State, about the West
Kentucky Barrow
Show and Carcass
Contest. It will be
held at Mayfield on
March 10-14, with
some $2,000 in prizes
and awards being
offered exhibitors.
Anotto..r barrow
show will be held
March, this
the Owenahor
Barrow Sh w and
,
rteat
Carcass C
for Mar,:li 17-19.
The da t 3 of tha
Central K•tntt.cky
Barrow Show and
Car ca.41- Conttt et have
been set for C
20-22. Th.; eve 'at
will be h«,lci at

To Be Held Saturday, March 12
Beginning At 10:00 A. M.
Place of Sale: Col. C. W. Burrow Farm 3% Miles
Southeast of Dukedom, Tenn., on Austin
Springs Black Topped Road.
the following
I have sold my farm. I will mill at public auction
Personal Property:

PAGE — Stephen Jolley Green,
Junior at South Fulton
High
School and son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Green Jr. of South Eulton, has been appointed by Rep.
Robert A. Evei eft as a page In
the House of Representattves in
Washington, D.C. He Is an honor
student and member of the football team at South Fulton.

with mower, disc, and plow,
I Vary goad Cub tractor *quipped
hydraulic lift and fast hitch.
2 Nom drawn wagons.
1 2-Row corn planter with 3-point hitch.
1 Horse drawn corn planter.
Som• horse drawn farming tools.

MY TRAINED HEATING

EXPERTS

FURNACE. SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS. OIL, COAL
Free eshmate on cost of installing a new Lennox Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat.Pump-Electric
Furnaces.

i

1 Antique Washstand in good condition.
1 Walnut P
Bedroom Suitg

1

1 Divan

Several Chairs
I Oil circulating

heater

1 Electric refrigerator
1 Electric stove
Many other small items too numirous to mention.

E NEW HEIGHT IN FRIGHT!

SMISTI:r111,1 MEEK flf§f-F4ICS
11131"TleSKY ARON .1111111S—.
Co-Feature!

i NEE

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE A CCC FILM
Sunday Thru Tuesday

NOW SEE HOW
THE WEST WAS

HURT LOICASTEI Iff BENIGN
J1111 HURON NAHA IlfRN

THE 'HAilim UJAH
TRAIL
't,Ittlideter Whim/mar
UNITED AVISTS

I1

Hear 'I

f)IalertIBloi
htraig
must It

at K

Berlin Began hi 1237

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM!
Friday & Saturday

rat

1 Garden tiller, Good as new.

Age

Kentucky animals
scored highly at the
second annual Kentucky National Polled,
HerefordShow an&
Sale. The grand
champion bull
was exhibited by
Myrtlewood Farms,
Lexington. C. E.
Field of Owensboro
had the reserve
champion bull.
The champion bull
was purchased by Roy
Ragland & Sons and
Lee Miler & Sons,
all of Hodgenville,for
$2,000. W. R. Young
of Evansville, Ind.,
paid $1,500 for the
reserve champion.
Thom a s Games,
Frankfort, paid
$1,000 for the champion female, which
was consigned by
Thompson Farms,
Peru, Ind. Leroy
Berks, Smiths Grove,
bought the reserve
champion, an animal
consigned by Frank
Ballard and Son,
Nashport, Ohio.
Sale average for
the 62 animals sold
was $565.
* * * *
Another of the
National purebred
beef shows and sales
will be held thi $
Friday and Saturday
(March 11-12) at the
State Fair and Exposition Center. This
will be the Kentucky
National Shorthorn
Show and Sale. The
annual banquet will be
held Friday night at
the Executive Inn with
the show and sale set
for Saturday.
Entries from 29
herds in eight states
w i 1 1 compete for
$10,000 in prize
money and awards.
The event is being
sponsored by the
Department of Agriculture in cooperation
with the Kentucky

WANTE

shelled
'Southern
ton

1 Lot at good hand tools.
1 Antique Organ In axcellent condition.

c.V1. Lake &GU
&ut Downtown
St. in Fulton
By Monday - March 14

BERLIN — Berlin traces its
history back to 1237. The city
joined the Hanseatic League in
1308, became the official residence of the Electors of Brandenburg (Hobenzollerns) in 1470.
Prussia's capital in 1708 and
Germany's capital in 1871

HEI.P
TREATMF
ToR THAI
ary open.
- cal ability
Dimn, Cit
Fulton, T

300 Bales of Jan hay
1 Self-propelled power mower, 1 year old.

Color - Clip and Bring To The

Your Name, Address, Phone and

HELP
, Eap..riene
Caliba, ag
- $70-00 pc
- Dunn, Clty
Fulton. Te

42" QUALITY
WARDROBE

'We tHINA
ENSEMBLE
42" x 1.5y2"z 66'

42" x 21" x 66• Full width hal shelf
• Full view 44" mirror
• Yale lock and key
• Tie bar
• Walnut finials

• Sliding glass doors
• 4 Cupboards. Large
open work surface
• Electric outlet
r
• Extra storage in 6
doors • 2 Drawer*
• White enamel finish

AIL
30" CHINA CABINET

AIL
DELUXE UTILITY

30" x 151
/
2" x 66"
• Glass doors • Utility drawer
• Open work area • Electric outlet
• Storage in doors • White enamel

36" x 1SW z 66"
• 4 Shelves • Extra storage In doors
• Ample room for pots and pans
• White enamel finish

EXTRA HIGH WARDROBE

4

72" x 21" z 36"
• Double hat shelf • Holds 30
garments
• Room for shoes and boxes
• Walnut finish

Fulton,Ky.

March 10, 1966
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r
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12
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allowing
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•

HELP WANTED --FIREMAN
TRUCK DRIVERS
ENp-rienced or trainee. H S. edu
Straight Diesel or Gas
t•atu.n. age 26 40 Salar) rang- Seen' Sr
Ages 21-40
Apply Henry
572-980 per week
Some experience helpful but not
• • Dunn, City Manager. City of South
can earn over $3
You
necessary.
t ulton. Tennessee.
per hour after short training. For
HELP WANTED: - SEWAGE application write Nation Wide Semi
• TREATMENT PLANT OPERA- Division, % Haeckl Freight TerTOR TRAINEE Age 22 40, sal minal Bldg., 1255 Corwin Avenue,
ary open. H. S. education. Sfechani- Hamilton, Ohio. Or call 513-895-8727,
cal ability desirable. Apply Henry evenings 513 241-5572
• Dunn, City Manager, City of South
allEIMENINIENIENE111111•6
Fulton, Tennessee.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
'Southern States Co-Operative, Ful-

ton

$15 & up
Refrigerators
$20 & up
i Stoves
Living Room Suites
$10 & up

WADE'S USED

from right. of FulNELSON TRIPP, second
Blue 1. Gold
ton was guest speaker at the
n ElementCub Scout banquet in the Hickma
night. Tripp is
ary School cafeteria Monday
executive
Cherokee district chairman, on the
and holds
council of Four Rivers Council
honor
the Silver Beaver award, the highest
is "flanked"
given for volunteer Scouting. He
local
Shuff,
by (from left to right) Leonard
er; al.d
committeeman; Donald Rupert, Cubmast
Billy Joe Newton, committeeman.
Hickman Courier photo
by James Allen Abernathy

NEED GMT IDEAS? Shop at the

1 Lot Refrigerators
$5.00 EACH

NEW BEDROOM SUITES
ONLY $68.88
.

Hime Yet All Bargain Seel:aril

$.1

WE ARE IN A STATE 0
EMERGENCY:-Due to hundred
,
of inquiries for the FAMOUS KEI
TUCKY STATE HOSPITAL
LIFE PLANS, we are in dire nee
of at least four representatives fc
RENT ip v.heel chair, walker or Fulton & surrounding counties.
other sick room and convalescent you are at least 21 years of age c
over and wish to make $100 pe
supplies at City Drug Company,
week or mole, guaranteed while i
training, call or write
USED SPECIALS
STATE INSURANCE COMPAN
OF KENTUCKY
$39.95
Philco retrIgsrater
P. 0. BOX 1097
Westinghouse refrigerator 35.00
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
35.95
Gen. Elect. range
PHONE 684-4403
55.95
Gen elect, range
.
59.95
suite
Living room
SERVICES. Those of you who
have some serelce to offer have an
69.95
Bedroom suite
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
$5 to $10
Bed springs
paint do alterations? fix bicycles?
$5 to $10
Malt
babysit? Make that spending mon$5.00
Couches
ey - use Shopper classifieds!

SWAP OR TRADE that old rocking chair or bicycle for that tool
oi boat that you have wanted. Use
Shopper classifieds.

Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
beautiful variety, sure to please!

you ha 'ism

You haul tem

4th Street Furn. Store
Fulton
225 E. 4th
60nee
mateetioneWeagsmogsmo,

THERE WAS A -LITTLE GIRL
WHO HAD A LITTLE CURL

Furniture Store
Phone 472-3421
Fulton

Ole Bill has a 64 Ford 2 doori
hardtop. Its firery red wills a
straight shill. A local car that
must tic seen lb be appreciated.

BEST

der-

I ,"jel?
%TV

and

LATE MODELS
65 CHEV. PU, long wide bed;
VS
65 CORVAIR 4-Or local; low
mile•ge
65 CHEV. PU; short wide 6.sd
45 CHEVELLE
liS CHEVELLE 7 door ImmItoo
65 CHEV. 2-door hardtop VI;
overdrive
64 CHEV. B.l.ie 2-door VI, pg
64 CORVAIR Monm 2-dr. 4
speeds
64 CHEV. loral, low mileage,
straight
64 OLDS. 4-dr, power, air
44 CHEV. cenvertilble VI; pg
64 VOLKSWAGEN
64 CHEVELLE 4 dr; local
44 BUICK special V6; auto.
matte
64 CHEV. Super Sport, 4.
spired; black
64 CHEV Super Sports, 300 4.

IILttete

CHEV. 2-dr. hardtop, stand.
shift; white
CHEV. Super Sport
CHEV. PU; long wide bed
FORD 4-dr. VI, straight
BUICK convertible; local
FORD Fairlars 4-dr. VI
CHEV. Impala Cdr. VI, pg
CHEV. ',lair 4-dr. 6 cyl;
straight
42 CHEV. VI 4 dr. VI straight
61 CHEV. VI 4 dr. HT; automatic
61 CHEV. (Weir Cdr. 6 cyl
straight
61 FORD 4 dr. 6 cyl. straight
61 CORVAIR 4-dr. Pg
Re CHEV. 2-ton trick
$9 FORD wagon
Si CHEV. 2-ton truck; grain
bed
SI PONTIAC 4-dr. HT
54 FORD 2-door

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
Galaxle 5011 4-door hardtop
I, automatic; pow•r steering
64 Fairlane 500 Hardtop, Iiitsarnatic, black and
wrh-u.
C

56 A

64

63 (21 Galaxle 500, V-3 Cruiser:lane
63 Galas:lie 509-Ale and Power,
local 1 ewner car
43 Bel Aire Soden, lecs1 ono
owner
62 FAIRLANE SOO V-3: straight
shift, one owner; low mart
age
62 Olds 4-door hardtop; extra
clean; ons owner.
62 Ford Galaxis Sedan, 4-doer,
V-4 automatic, beige, good,
*Um, Nicol car.
61 Rambler; automatic
61 Ford Sedan local one owner
car 6 cyl.
61 Ford Wagon, autematk and
power
60 FALCONS (2) 2-doors
64 Falcon Wagon

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY,
Used Car lot 472 3241 Fulton Nam office 472-2466
Ellis Hoithcott - Aubrey Taylor - Larry Sealy; Dwain end
Dan Taylor

61 Bel Aire Sedan, clean 6 cit.
powerglids
59 Impala Convertible, 11-cyl.
stick-nod
SI Wagon, S cyl. powerglIde
57 CHEVROLET Bolsi. sedan;
extra nice
57 FORD 4-door hardtop; local
1 -owner; •xtr• clean
SS CHEVROLET Belair Sedan;
1.c wner
65 CHEVROLET pickup; long
bed, many extras; 1,000
miles
64 FORD pickup I. power
steering, cruisomatic, air;
extra clean
43 Chevrolet pickup

VIRDEN
FORD SALES

Mayfield Highway
neon Phone 472-180

wont)

ploaa. lea

buy it at

Oleos

:4 ;661 ark

%MA. At.

come >e

1440.0

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

57 CHEV. 1-2 Ton pickup
54 CAB over, 1 1.2-ton truck;
good condition
54 FORD truck, 6-cyl; good
condition
51 CHEVROLET pickup; •rcir.
age
29-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS

Dm Ferguson, Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Vernon

DLO 4724362
US 4641 Bypass, P4oriA

g

Heating, Air Conditioning,Electrical and Gutterin
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Phil Archer, Owner
Water Valley, Ky.
Office Phone 355-2650

r viewir,
o

2 iNTERKATIONAL
900A PICKUP TRUCKS

f.

Plus 103 other

SAL

BIG PRIZES
including
Rtacier Appliances

CooperaNo Purchase Necessary to Win! Just visit your Southern States(Complete
tive Agency March 11-26 . . . get entry blank, drop in box.
rules on entry blank.)

Cartridge

...-

- C

\ lik,

• 40 '
.s,

111 SAVE r \\
,
°n ii Itill : plii
stark
TIRES \ •
‘../
For

AllIl&se
I GREASE

51,i• Power Skiliaw 1111

ReVY

Regularty $34.95

SALE $26.88
_-_

:
.1,.-.-.....min:
RO

I

SALE 29c
UNICO
GARDEN
RAKE

I
I

115 volt
Reguiarty $19.90

SALE ;15.50

Battery prices cut
eincerce
"
cane=2

Reigulasty 16.09

BE

64 PONT. STARCHIEF, 421 engine, power St. & be., factory air, auto. trans.,
R & H, two-tone in bronze and ivory.
$2595
Only
factory air,
63 FORD Gelaxie NO, 2 dr.
only
11315
auto, trans. turquoise and

OLDSMOBILE, 4 dr. hardtop, auto.
trans. power at. IL hr. air cond. *Ms vs
bronze Interior. A real Mae car and
40

only
61 PONTIAC, 4 dr.

R a H, all white

sedan, au* tram
$105

MOTOR COMPANY,INC.
FULTON,TENN
101 WEST STATE LINE • SOUTH

I
Malathion 51 Spray
General Purpose
insecticide
Regularly 62.65

SALE $1.83 Pt.

teetrIgeratournienar Comb.•

worm

k.-

$1.95

11

I

SALE 55c Qt.
_.....
.

..--..

r..I

III
Double
Zinc-Coated
BARBED WIRE

Pil
Steam Spray

go-Rod Secol
High Novi* stranger

& Dry Iron
Regularty 11295

SALE $6.75

SALE $9.25

U CHEV. IMPALA, 4 dr. notion. power
st. 8 brakes, auto. trans. R & H, groan
2195
w white top SPECIAL! at
62 RAMBLER station wagon, factory air,
11195
R & H, white

Unice 15 Cu. Ft

Unica 19 Cu. Ft
Chest Freezer.
SALE $215

Shallow-Weil
Water System*"
CompletePump. Tenn. Jet
FillgulenY 6127.06

SALE $81.75

11551
,i8siseet
Exterior Gomel Purpose
White Paint

Pop-uo Toaster

R•Ouierty $17.96

Regularly $10.”

In 2 Cal Cans

SALE ;15.50

SALE $8.75

SALE $3.25 AIL

FREE

a

FREEgi
li
Misr
pose•••
Deighte/ Pees,
Tot.
Mega

,.75
$26

--7,--

2-Speed 20" Fan

Vs IP

list
net

CAN

SALE $2.09

SALE $13.90•• SALE $15.45••
Dish-Washing
Dotipnrot

LONG141174DLE
SHOVEL

agie

11411unrly$17.96.••

SALE ;5.35
I

.

&amp*
Tubeless White Nylon
775 X 14(760 X 14)
Reowsny 611-30”

V3VY
SALE

SALE 65c

Weed-Burning
Fence Controller

I
5 Gals. URIC°
Heavy-Duty Oil

ReOulertY $744

ine
SALE
$1.79

Galvanized
10-Qt. PAIL

479-2271

f
se

BIG
PRIZES

BIG
SAVINGS

8pit

.--19111111

•

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

BENNETT SHEET METAL COMPANY

March 11 thru 26

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
64 CHEVROLET 2-door, black;
clean, 1-winer
44 CHEVROLET 4-door; white
62 FALCON; Bucket Seats,
like new
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyl
automatic; clean
61 FORD 4-dwar; automatic
40 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
1 owner
II GALAJUE V4; Aukionatk
II STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
69 FALCON 2-door, black,
straight
59 FORD Station wagon, VI,
automatic. 4-door
PR CHEV Impala 4.dr; V4,
automatic
II Rod and White 4-door Ford
Galaxie, Hardtop automatic
99 CHEV wagon, 4-door
ET 6-cy1. 4-doe;
CHEVROL
59
automatic
SI VOLKSWAGEN van
57 CHEV. 6-cyl aoa1114144
SS FORD 4-door

body so that her hair Is manageable
and stajs in place better.
Even if this is the first time
you've ever given a home permanent, you'll find that a Tonette is
remarkably easy You just apply the
waving lotion to the child's clean
damp hair, and, using an end paper. wind under on the curlers

Some of the things bright little '
girls know: that swinging high U
mom fun on a windy day, that
lemonade tastes better with a big,
red cherry, that grown-upt can stay
up late, go to the circus and have
all the we cream they want-but
they hardly ever do.
Some of the things bright young
mothers know, that little girls are
bundles of feminine charm from
their very first day, that daughters
are copycats and love to do everything that mothers do, that girls are
happiest when dressed in party
dresses with their hair smoothly
brushed.
Mother , knows too that a little
girl's hair tends to be baby-fine,
wispy and fly-a-way, hard to keep
parted and off her face. One way
to solve a little girl's hair problem
is with a Tonette home permanent.
little
It will give her hair just a
curl, not too much, and enough

For The

at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales

MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS ,

Road Travel Attu

with 10 lbs. or more

SALE $177.50 SS LAWN SEED

PLUS MANY

50c Off •a is.
Milk Replacer
Calf Feed

DOG COLLAR

t' •

Red Ranger
DOG FOOD

Nils..

with each 50 lbs

4'

MORE GREAT

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
CENTRAL AVE

SOUTH FULTON

Fulton, Ky.

March 10, 1966
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DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
VISIT
THE BEAUTIFUL
QUALITY STAMPS
REDEMPTION
CENTER

Page 8

DOUBLE
wc.tir/STOREWIDE QUALITY
STAMPS
LOW PRICES ON WEDNESDAY
K-C-STEAKS„m $1.19 FILLETS .$1.99
NEW YORK STRIPS
,„ $1.69
SWISS STEAKS
„99(
DEMONIC° STEAKS
„$1.69

Want to spread your dollars over MORE
quality foods? Then do ALL your marketing
at E. W. JAMES & SON! We're a "soft
touch" for SAVINGS because ALL cur prices
are LOW PRICES all the time. Why hunt
for "once in awhile" specials when you can
butter up your budget with STOREW1DE LOW
PRICES every day of the week? Come see,
You'll take home more of the foods your
family likes best — and MORE SAVINGS
that are best for your budget — when you
shop at E. W. JAMES & SON.

BY-PASS
Union City, Tenn.
U. S. CHOICE

REELFOOT PACKING CO. PICKS OUR BEEF SPECIAL
SO YOU GET 71IE VERY BEST.

CHUCK ROAST
4E,Rm,U.S.

LB.

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

7t SLICED BACON 69s
LB.

LB.59( CHUCK
s
R()AST FrElciF,.. 69( RIB

ENGLISH CUT ROAST 59( CHUCK STEAK

GRADE A

(THE LITTLE DADDY BACON)

T
SIL
E
ma A15
3

.59( FRANKS

I H

12 OZ. PEG.

79c SALT SIDE mEm"EAs°Nr"GL. 55(
49c FAT BACK
L. 29(

The
Amen
High
Pose
elaime
event
to fin
for so
study
show
nine o
mittin
a "fe
And
Yu
morni
trans
most
music
"live
and '
Wa
the
eines
Ra
wood
he
Pi
Da
theta
Bu
Caro
my

HONEY GOLD 69
394
SAUS
AGE
BEEF
SHORT RIBS u scimeE 39( RAG BOLOGNA REELFOOT 49(5
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
BEEF BRISKET` sciicw:. 29( NECK BONES'11"")” L..25c
THE FINEST GROUND BEEF MONEY CAN BUY

REELFOOT

(THE BIG DADDY

LB.

;
u

SAUSAGE)

LB.

WITH ANY 2 PKGS. PRODUCTS FROM OUR KITCHEN.

CAN
4A:
OWsRA
EH
L8
L0
ASE8, HOUSE
MAXCH

._

STOKELY'S

WIth An Additioewl 15.00
Purchase,Excluding

COFFE

L B.

With Art Additional $5 00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products

,14 OZ.. SIZE

an,

TOMATO CATSUP zBOTTLES19$

3))

FROZEN FOODS

STOUFFER'S TUNA

nooz 59c BROCCOLI AU GRATIN
39c p•WiiiiiriENEGEiiiiis3 $1.00 FRENCH FRIES
19(
MACARONI & CHEESE .04 39c CS AUFIEkOWER.AUGGRATINio. 39(
3 $1.00 DOOTIGHIAIRUTS
39(
ESCALLOPED APPLES
39( BABY LIMA BEANS 3 $1.00 CUT OKRA
$1.00 OL TAsiGER°sJIJIACRE",01 CANS 4-89(
TEN ES E t EN
STRAWBERRIES
BREADED SHRIMP 890PECAN PIES
50 FREE
50 FREE
CREAM STYLE CORN
29(
if4406 CCELY'S PING 3 — 89(
QUALITY STAMPS ggfookyrs.pONG 3 -R $1
BEPRIDEEF g
49( QUALITY STAMPS
PEACHES
$1.00 KLEEN FLOOR WAX
POTATOES
PORK & BEANS 2 29(
300 -FREE
F—R ri
CASH JACKP#T
QUALITY STAMPS
DINNER PLATE
BROWN
POPCORN GEE' 4,-- 39(
N. BEANS 4,- 69( "Iii3A313111.6!BlibiNDER $1715
(
j AK SK,E,GtgazE 4 =.$1.00
SWEET PICKLESR w:ART 39c REELFOOT LARD 4,-19c CANDY BARS 10.-39c TOMATO *JUICE 3 -.$1.00
NOODLE CASSEROLE

BAGS

F°°D6oz

NTER

e
C ll:
ANN 24 OZ. BAG

WINTER GARDEN

2.

12 OZ

WINTER GARDEN

24 OZ. BAG

FOR

SINGLETON FROZEN

10 OZ. PKG.

BAG

BAGS

16 OZ. PKG.

BAGS

MORTON FROZEN

16 02

FOR $

SCO I I CO

303 SIZE

REGULAR SIZE

59c

17 OZ.

CANS

24 OZ.
CAN

With Th. Purchas. Of 27 Oz, Sig. Car

S00
0
$4

With The Purchase Of 10 Lb. Bag Red or White.

WEDGWOOD & CO. LTD. HEDGE ROSE

With Your No.6 Coupons You Received
In The Mail.

-..

IM P=WELGELISH
With An AddltiOnal $5.00 Purchase or More
And Coupon You Received In Mail.

GL

CAN

FANCY
VAcii

STALK CELERY
ESCAROLE

100
TOMATOES
BAG RADISHES
50
29( ENDIVE
29( ROMAINE
CELLO

LOW! LOW! PRICES
PLUS 5 BIG DAYS TO DO YOUR SHOPPING
Glossmnsesrarsessawss

VINE RIPEN ED

NJ A M ES AN°
a

I

190
BELL PEPPERS
50
39( APPLES
4 — 29(
FANCY

EACH

LB.

EACH

DISIS

SON

SUPERMARKET

BE SURE AND VISIT OUR
LETTUCE PATCH

.6

